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ABSTRACT

The Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model is capable of 

modeling volcanic emissions of ash, sulfur dioxide and water vapor. Here, it is applied to eruptions 

from three volcanoes: the 2008 eruption of Kasatochi Volcano in Alaska, the 2010 eruption of 

Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland and the 2019 eruption of Raikoke in the Kurile Islands. WRF-Chem's 

ability to model volcanic emissions dispersion is validated through comparison of model output to 

remote sensing, in situ and field measurements. A sensitivity of the model to modeled plume height 

is discussed. This work also modifies the base WRF-Chem code in three ways and studies the 

effects of these modifications. First, volcanic ash aggregation parameterizations are added 

covering three modes of particle collisions through Brownian motion, differential settling and 

shear. Second, water vapor emissions from volcanic eruptions are added and coupled to the new 

aggregation scheme. The effects of these changes are assessed and found to produce volcanic ash 

concentrations in agreement with in situ measurements of plume concentrations and field 

measurements of tephra fallout. Third, the model is adapted to include multiple model 

initializations such that each is perturbed by selecting between two volcanic ash particle sizes and 

five initial plume heights. This modified WRF-Chem is nested in an application program interface 

that enables a new, automated, near real-time capability. This capability is assessed and the 

feasibility of its use as an augmenting tool to current operational VATD models is commented 

upon.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 ORIGINS OF AIR POLLUTION MODELING AND DISSERTATION MOTIVATION

Atmospheric modeling as a science arose from a fundamental human need to forecast the 

weather. Government and merchant naval vessels desired to understand and predict weather to 

ensure successful trade and exploration missions (Jacobson, 2005). Farmers needed a basic 

understanding of weather to grow crops and feed their people. As the scientific community 

developed our understanding of mathematics and physics, it began to apply this understanding to 

the motions of the atmosphere in an effort to better predict the weather. At first this led to the 

development of a graphical calculus where physical observations, such as wind speeds, were 

geometrically interpolated into continuous isolines. This gave way to the use of discretized, 

gridded surfaces allowing for the application of the analytical “primitive” meteorological 

equations in finite-difference form to be applied to individual cells, beginning with initial attempts 

at numerical solutions for entire forecast periods in the 1900s (Hunt, 1998). These primitive 

equations describe the atmosphere through three types of equations: a continuity equation, 

equations describing the conservation of momentum, and a thermal energy equation. Features such 

as gradient winds could be resolved on a large scale, though through a laborious process, giving 

rise to some of the first numerical weather prediction forecasts (Hunt, 1998).

The advent of the computer in the mid-1900s increased the feasibility, and thus the use of, 

numerical weather prediction methods. Calculations of primitive equations could be solved faster 

and with less error with computers than by hand. As computational power increased, the methods 

used to solve the primitive equations also improved, moving from 1 dimensional (1D) to 4 

dimensional (4D) methods, including variables in the horizontal (i,j), vertical (k) and in time (t) 

dimensions (Lynch, 2008).

Eventually, national governments formed meteorological agencies such as the United 

States' National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and National Weather Service 

(NWS) in order to predict and better understand the weather. These agencies adapted existing 

numerical methods to forecast the weather on a global scale through the development of global 

spectral models such as the Global Forecast System (GFS), developed by NOAA, and the 

Integrated Forecast System (IFS), developed by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather 
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Forecasts (ECMWF). A range of customers, from individuals to governmental agencies, now use 

these models today.

While air pollution has existed as a concern for many decades, compared to weather 

prediction it has more recently developed into an area of intensive scientific study. Volcanic 

eruptions (Francesco et al., 2015; Church et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 1992; Sigurdsson, 1990; Kelly 

and Sear, 1984), forest fires (Aponte et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2014; Emmanuel, 2001; Flannigan, 
2000), dust storms (Kedia et al., 2018; Manktelow et al., 2010; Slingo et al., 2006; Zhuang, 2001) 

and meteorite impacts (Coldwell, 2018; Artemieva et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2008; Toon, 1984) 

all generate particulate matter that can affect the earth's climate system and the life that inhabits 

it. For example, volcanic sulfur dioxide (SO2) is suspected to have caused the “little ice age” by 

enhancing albedo in the upper atmosphere (Crowley et al., 2008). As industrialization occurred, 

anthropogenic emissions became a large source of air pollution starting in Britain, with bouts of 

smog that killed over 4,000 people in London in the winter of 1952 (Davis DL, 2002). 

Petrochemical smog in the Los Angeles basin gave rise to the study of air pollution in earnest due 

to resulting legislation to improve air quality.

The need to study and forecast air pollution episodes gave rise to particle dispersion 

models. Whereas previous models were tailored for weather prediction, these models studied other 

aspects of chemical species in the atmosphere, such as their origin, rate of change during transport, 

and ultimate fate (Holmes and Morawska, 2006). Today, dispersion models are used to study a 

variety of atmospheric problems such as petrochemical conversion, aerosol generation and 

transport, radionuclide transport, transpacific dust transport, haze and volcanic ash transport 

(Holmes and Morawska, 2006). Volcanic ash modeling is of particular concern for civilian and 

military aviation communities, as ash clouds can seize jet engines, clog fuel lines, interfere with 

radio transmissions and infiltrate cabins, resulting in carryon economic and logistical challenges 

(Casadevall, 1992; Miller, Casadevall, et al., 2000). For example, the volcanic ash clouds 

associated with the 1989 eruption of Mount Redoubt damaged 79 aircraft, 26 of which involved 

severe damage, and 9 which involved engine failure (Guffanti et al., 2010).

This dissertation studies the capability of the Weather Research Forecasting with 

Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model (Grell et al., 2009), a mesoscale, numerical weather prediction 

model, to forecast volcanic emissions and includes an effort to improve the existing capability for 
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use in volcanic ash hazard mitigation as it applies to aircraft. This first chapter discusses pertinent 

background information regarding volcanic emissions and the WRF-Chem model. The second 

chapter examines the existing capability of WRF-Chem to model the transport and chemical 

conversion of SO2 into sulfate aerosols. Chapter 3 discusses the development and addition of a 

volcanic ash aggregation scheme into WRF-Chem and the improvements it brings for both distal 

and proximal ash forecasting. Chapter 4 covers the modification of WRF-Chem to serve as a near 

real-time Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) model with comparisons to real-time 

remote sensing operations and observational agency reporting. The dissertation concludes with 

Chapter 5, which provides an overall summary of the findings of the work, as well as future 

directions.

1.2 VOLCANIC ASH

Volcanic eruptions emit pyroclastic rock fragments, known as tephra, into the atmosphere. 

These particles are typically described by their diameter (#) since their atmospheric residence 

times are a function of their size. Larger bombs (greater than 64 mm diameter) and lapilli (2-64 

mm) are removed from the atmosphere rather quickly as their fall velocities are on the order of 

meters per second (Moore and Peck, 1962; Rose and Durant, 2009; 2011). Volcanic ash particles 

(less than 2 mm), on the other hand, may be transported many kilometers due to their slow settling 
velocities (Rose and Durant, 2009; 2011).

To facilitate discussion and study of ash particles, field volcanologists commonly refer to 

the range of volcanic ash particle sizes from an eruption as a “particle size distribution” (PSD) or 

“grain size distribution” (GSD). The continuous distribution of particle diameters may span many 

orders of magnitude. Of particular use is the Φ-scale, developed by Krumbein (1934) which is 

used to discuss the particle sizes of volcanic ash (Equation 1.2.1) where, 10'( represents a 

reference diameter of 1 mm and so 2'* results in a particle diameter in mm. Table 1.1 lists the 

sizes that correspond to each Φ bin, ranging from 2 mm to less than 3.9065 μm.

3

Studies indicate that settling velocities and residence times depend on an ash particles' 

Stoke's Law drag coefficient, and therefore depend on their geometry and diameter (Brown et al., 

2012; Lane et al., 1993; Walker et al., 1971). After an explosive volcanic eruption, small volcanic



ash particles are advected via buoyant hot air and pyroclastic currents while larger ash particles 

settle to the ground quickly (Rose and Durant, 2009).

Larger ash particles, generally accepted to be greater than 63 3m in diameter (Φ bins 1-6), 

may be ejected directly from the eruption itself, or may be created during the eruption through 

aggregation processes where smaller ash particles stick together to form larger, composite ash 

particles called aggregates (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 2009). Observations indicate 

these aggregation processes are enhanced in the presence of high water vapor concentrations 

(greater than 8 wt%) and ice (Durant et al., 2008; 2008). As an example, field observations suggest 

hydrometeor (i.e. hail, sleet, rain) enhanced ash sedimentation increased aggregation rates in the 

Mount St. Helens, Washington, and Mount Pinatubo, Philippines cases (Durant et al., 2009; Guo 

et al., 2004). Additionally, grain size studies of tephra fallout from the 2009 eruption of Mount 

Redoubt, Alaska, USA, showed rapid ash aggregation during the initial phase of the eruption due 

to the formation of hail and subsequent riming of ash laden water droplets (Van Eaton et al., 2015).

Smaller, “fine ash” particles form the majority of erupted ash (greater than 50 %) and are 

generally accepted to be less than 63 3m in diameter (Φ bins 7-10) (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and 

Durant, 2009). While larger particles are removed from a volcanic ash cloud quickly, smaller 

particles may be entrained in the surrounding air and transported. Due to their smaller size, some 

of these fine ash particles may remain aloft for quite some time. Fine ash particles of # less than 

30 3m, for instance, have terminal settling velocities of up to 10-1 m s-1, indicating that they could 

remain aloft for weeks and thus be transported long distances (Rose and Durant, 2011).

Like their larger counterparts, fine ash particles also aggregate, resulting in larger aggregate 

particles with faster settling velocities and lower residence lifetimes. These processes involve 

electrostatic attraction, moist adhesion or the formation of hydrometeors, as is common with larger 

particles (Gilbert and Lane, 1994; James et al., 2002; Sorem, 1982). Electrostatic aggregation 

occurs due to the formation of charge separation in volcanic clouds (James et al., 2002). As ash 

particles are created and rub together in a turbulent plume, charge builds differentially, and 

eventually causes particles of opposite charge to clump together. This process has been studied in 

laboratory experiments where volcanic rock was crushed, thus generating an initial charge 

separation, and aggregate sizes measured (James et al., 2002). Ash aggregates created via 

electrostatic attraction have been observed in many volcanic eruptions, such as Mount St. Helens 
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and Redoubt, though characterization of the constituent ash particles remains difficult as these 

loosely bound clusters tend to break up upon impact with the ground (Carey and Sigurdsson, 1982; 
Scott and McGimsey, 1994).

Volcanic ash plumes may be observed by a variety of means. Thermal infrared sensors on 

polar orbiting satellites, such as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and 

the Moderate Resolution Imagining Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are commonly used by Volcanic 

Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs) to detect and monitor volcanic ash plumes and clouds via split 

window algorithms (Prata, 1989; Prata and Tupper, 2009). Geostationary satellites with infrared 

(IR) capable sensors, such as the Advanced Band Imager (ABI) on the Geostationary 

Environmental Operational Satellite (GOES) and Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) on 

Himawari, have relatively high temporal resolution and are therefore particularly useful as they 

can provide animated imagery of plume movement. Infrared ash detection algorithms use 

differences in IR absorbance between ash clouds (12 μm) and ice clouds (10 μm) to create 

temperature contrasts. Ice cloud obfuscation and dust remain limiting factors to the use of these 

algorithms, though more recent developments in the use of additional channels has brought 

increased sensitivity (Pavolonis et al., 2006; Pergola et al., 2008; Tupper et al., 2004). Recent 

advances in hyperspectral algorithms now allow the use of these sensors aboard geostationary 

satellites such as GOES and Himawari, providing near real time coverage and animated images of 

volcanic plumes in transport (Pavolonis, 2010; Pavolonis et al., 2013). When volcanic ash is 

difficult to detect due to a lack of thermal contrast or poor visibility, other volcanic emissions such 

as SO2 can be used as proxies for ash as they often travel along with the ash plume (Carn, et al., 
2007; Thomas and Prata, 2011; Yang et al., 2010).

In addition to satellite bound remote sensors, volcanic ash has also been measured by other 

remote sensing, as well as in situ, methods. The eruptive column and initial transport of Mount 

Redoubt's 2009 plume, for example, was measured by doppler radar (Schneider and Hoblitt, 

2013). The 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajokull was studied extensively by a variety of methods, to 

include in situ measurements of the plume via airborne collectors and optical particle sizers 

(Schumann et al., 2011). In addition, high speed camera imagery of falling ash particles as well as 

field samples of ash fallout were taken in order to better understand aggregation processes 
(Bonadonna et al., 2011; Taddeucci et al., 2011).
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1.3 VOLCANIC SULFUR DIOXIDE

Gaseous volcanic emissions are comprised mostly (approx.. 95 mol%) of water vapor, 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulfur dioxide (SO2), with smaller amounts of gasses containing a variety 

of halide gasses, hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon monoxide (CO) (Wallace and Edmonds, 

2011). These gaseous emissions impact the earth's climate system in various ways, the extent of 

which is poorly understood (Robock, 2000).

Volcanos emit an estimated 21-25 Tg of SO2 into the Earth's atmosphere every year from 

eruptions, therefore making up almost one fifth of the Earth's global SO2 budget supply (Carn et 

al., 2017). Sulfur dioxide ultimately converts to sulfate through oxidation with aqueous hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radicals (∙OH) (Jacob, 1999; Wayne, 1985). Sulfate aerosols in large 

quantities have immense negative radiative feedback effects due to their enhancement of 

atmospheric albedo (Robock, 2000). For example, the large amount of sulfate generated from the 

1991 Pinatubo eruption was able to cause a slight offset in the Earth's radiation budget, resulting 

in a net cooling (Dutton and Christy, 1992; Hansen et al., 1992; Kirchner et al., 1999; Minnis et 
al., 1993).

Sulfur dioxide, unlike volcanic ash, does not settle unless absorbed by water droplets and 

removed from the atmosphere as rain. This results in a much larger residence time when compared 

to ash, and SO2 can persist in the atmosphere for weeks or months. The SO2 plume from the 2008 

Kasatochi volcanic eruption in Alaska, for example, had a lifetime on the order of days as 

suggested by remote sensing measurements and computational modeling (Corradini et al., 2010; 

Egan et al., 2015 (this dissertation); Kristiansen et al., 2010). The resulting SO2 plume from the 

1991 Pinatubo eruption was so large that the resulting SO2 plume traversed the earth at the equator 

several times causing a net cooling of the global climate (Bluth et al., 1992; Dutton and Christy, 
1992; Hansen et al., 1992; Minnis et al., 1993).

Instead of settling, SO2 in the atmosphere undergoes a series of conversions, beginning 

with sulfur in a +4 oxidation state and ending in a +6 state. Despite an energetically favorable 

oxidation reaction with oxygen, the predominant mode of oxidation is through a reaction with the 

hydroxyl radical to form sulfate aerosols in the gaseous phase (Equations 1.3.1 - 1.3.3) (Calvert 
et al., 1985; Calvert and Stockwell, 1983; Wayne, 1985).
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Here, M is a third body quencher, which decreases in concentration with altitude as 

pressure decreases (Jacob, 1999). Because the hydroperoxy radical (∙HO2) reacts with nitrogen 

oxide (Equation 1.3.4), this process is catalytic with ∙OH being regenerated.

Assuming a steady state hydroxyl radical concentration, which should be the case due to 

the catalytic nature of the reaction, the loss rate of SO2 from the gas phase is calculated as follows 

(Equations 1.3.5 - 1.3.8).
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While ∙OH dominates gas phase oxidation of SO2, aqueous phase reactions include many 

more oxidants and depend on the gas phase concentration of SO2, the solubility of SO2 and gas 

phase oxidants and the rate of mass transfer of these species between the gas phase and the aqueous 

phase. Major oxidants in the aqueous phase include ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), methyl 
hydrogen peroxide (CH3O2H) as well as ∙OH and ∙HO2 (Calvert et al., 1985; Wayne, 1985).

Aqueous oxidation of SO2 begins with the dissolution of SO2 in water droplets to form the 

bisulfite anion, HSO3- (Equation 1.3.9). Bisulfite further deprotonates to form sulfite (Equation 

1.3.10), and in turn, reacts with ∙OH and O3 to form sulfate (Equation 1.3.11). These processes 

account for the increase in the oxidation state of the sulfur from +4 in SO2 to +6 in SO42-.

8

According to Stockwell et al. (1997), the rate constant, k, as well as the solubility of the 

reactants increases with increasing pH. The oxidation rate of bisulfite with H2O2, on the other hand 

(Equation 1.3.12), decreases with increasing pH, offsetting the increasing solubility of bisulfite 
and SO2 (Wayne, 1985).

This difference in solubility lessens the dependence of bisulfite reactions with pH. In 

addition, H2O2 is much more soluble in water than O3. These observations suggest H2O2 is the 

primary reactant in the production of sulfur +6.



Volcanic SO2 is observed by various remote sensing platforms. Detection via SO2 is widely 

used to detect and quantify SO2. Sulfur dioxide interacts strongly with many different wavelengths 

of ultraviolet (UV) radiation between 260 and 320nm. Examples of UV sensors that have been 

used for SO2 detection include the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric 
Cartography (SCIAMACHY), the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), the Global Ozone 

Monitoring Experiment (GOME), the hyperspectral Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) and 

more recently the Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) and the Ozone Maping and 
Profiler Suite (OMPS) (Carn et al., 2007; Carn et al., 2015; Krueger, 1983; Lee et al., 2008; Loyola 

et al., 2008; Theys et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2007, 2009, 2010). Exploiting strong UV bands also 

provides information regarding absorption cross-sections and enables calculation of SO2 column 

densities. For example, the band residual difference (BRD), linear fit and more recently principal 

component analysis methods have been used to develop SO2 column densities from volcanic 
eruptions (Carn et al., 2008; Li et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2007, 2009, 2010). 

Because SO2 and sulfate aerosols absorb UV radiation differently, UV sensors allow for the 
differentiation between SO2 and SO42- (Carn, et al., 2007).

While less common, SO2 may also be detected via infrared sensors by exploiting the 

symmetric, ν1, and antisymmetric, ν3, vibrational bands centered at 1152 cm-1 and 1362 cm-1, 

respectively. In addition, where these IR spectral windows may be closed due to the presence of 

other compounds in the atmosphere, the weak ν1 + ν3 band at 2500 cm-1 may also be exploited. 

High-resolution, also called “hyperspectral”, IR spectrometers have been used to detect SO2 using 

these methods, such as the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and the Infrared Atmospheric 

Sounding Interferometer (IASI) (Carn et al., 2005; Clarisse et al., 2008). High resolution IR 

sensors onboard geostationary satellites such as GOES allow for real-time tracking of volcanic ash 

plumes such as in the eruption of Soufriere Hills Volcano on the island of Montserrat (Ackerman 

et al., 2018; Prata and Bernardo, 2007). Despite this, IR methods often are hindered if the SO2 

cloud is low in the atmosphere or if there are large clouds or deep convection in the image.

1.4 THE WEATHER RESEARCH FORECASTING WITH CHEMISTRY MODEL

There are many models capable of forecasting volcanic ash dispersion and transport, each 

with benefits and limitations. Particle dispersion models are computationally cheap and provide 

quick output when immediate information is needed about the fate of a volcanic cloud (Webley et 
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al., 2009a, Peterson and Dehn, 2008). These models treat volcanic ash particles as individual 

tracers and follow their movements along a path tied to the underlying meteorology. Multiple 

studies have used these models for volcanic ash and SO2 back trajectory analysis in order to 

constrain the initial conditions of an eruptive plume (Hirtl et al., 2019; Kristiansen et al., 2010). 

Some are used as operational Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) models by VAACs 

in order to provide public aviation hazard notices. Different agencies chose different types of 

models to use for these forecasts based on the organization who developed the model. Table 1.2 

gives examples of VATD models and their current capabilities. The North Pacific monitoring 

region currently uses three different VATD models: Puff, used primarily by the US Air Force, the 

Modele lagrangien de dispersion de particules d'ordre zéro (MLDP0), used by Canadian agencies, 

and the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model used by the 

US National Weather Service (NWS) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) (Draxler and Hess, 1998; Searcy et al., 1998; Servranckx et al., 1996). The accuracy of 

these models is limited by various factors, such as uncertainties in eruption source parameters, 

such as plume height and PSD, and empirically derived assumptions regarding computationally 

complex problems such as turbulent diffusion and vertical motion (Chen and Servranckx, 2004; 

Peterson and Dean, 2008). Analysis of the Puff VATD model forecasts generated for the 2001 Mt. 

Cleveland, Alaska, volcanic eruption showed good agreement between model results and 

observations from GOES, AVHRR and MODIS (Dean et al., 2004). In a separate case, analysis of 

the performance of both Puff and HYSPLIT for the 1992 Mt. Spurr, Alaska, volcanic eruption 

showed a very high dependence on eruption source parameters, with HYSPLIT underestimating 

ash at lower altitudes (Webley et al., 2009). The 2010 Eyjafjallajokull, Iceland, eruption, due to its 

costly impacts on the European aviation industry, is a particularly well studied case (Mazzocci et 

al., 2010). Many of the European VATD models have been assessed, many showing the models to 

be highly dependent on assumptions of initial conditions and meteorology (Dacre et al., 2016; 
Grant et al., 2012).

While not yet an operational VATD model, the WRF-Chem model has been adapted to 

model volcanic ash (Stuefer et al., 2013a). WRF-Chem, like many of the Eulerian VATD models, 

tracks chemical concentrations in a rectilinear model domain (Skamarock et al., 2005). WRF- 

Chem is a fully compressible (continuity equation is solved elastically), non-hydrostatic (buoyancy 

is reflected in the atmosphere) model that includes microphysics and chemistry packages that are 
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calculated in step with the atmospheric dynamics (Grell et al., 2005). Since these calculations are 

included in line, there is no interpolation required, unlike other offline models. WRF-Chem has 

been used in numerous studies to research and forecast volcanic ash and SO2 transport (Hirtl et al., 
2019; Egan et al., 2015; Steensen et al., 2013; Stuefer et al., 2013b; Webley et al., 2012).

WRF-Chem includes ten volcanic ash bins, as well as volcanically generated SO2 and water 

vapor emissions. Volcanic plumes are initialized in an umbrella shape above the vent with 75% of 

the erupted mass in the umbrella plume, and 25% initialized in a linear detrainment underneath. 

The model initializes the distribution of ash particles into Φ bins as listed in Table 1.1.

The WRF-Chem model, when modeling volcanic emissions (assumed here to contain only 

ash, water and SO2), requires certain observations regarding the plumes to be defined in the model 

such as: volcano latitude and longitude, volcanic vent height (above sea level, A.S.L.), plume top, 

particle size distribution (PSD), eruption duration, eruption rates for ash, SO2 and water vapor, and 

eruption start time and end times. Users may input these parameters into WRF-Chem by two 

methods. When empirical knowledge of a volcanic eruption is unavailable, such as in an 

operational forecasting setting where satellite products may not yet be available, ash and SO2 may 

be initialized into the WRF-Chem model through binary files generated by the Prep-Chem-Src 

chemistry initialization package (Freitas et al., 2011). In place of observed plume parameters, Prep- 

Chem-Src utilizes a lookup table that includes the most common Eruption Source Parameters 

(ESPs) for all of the world's known volcanoes, which were developed using a combination of 

historical data and assumptions regarding volcanic magma composition (Mastin et al., 2009). In 

cases where empirical knowledge of a current or past eruption is available, the model can be 

initialized with specific initial plume conditions. Plume height, eruption rate (specified in minute 

intervals), PSD and eruption start time may all be explicitly specified.

WRF also requires meteorological initial conditions to drive the model. The simulations 

conducted in this dissertation will use meteorology fields generated by the National Center for 

Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Three of NCEP's products will be used, depending on the case. 

NCEP's Final Reanalysis (FNL) product will be used to simulate large, continental size domains 

(see Chapter 3 in the case of Eyjafjallajokull volcano). While the FNL product comes in a variety 

of resolutions, we use a relatively coarse domain resolution of 1 ° by 1 °, minimizing file size 

requirements. In addition, higher resolution runs are available from 2015 onward, so past 
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simulations are constrained to the coarser resolutions. FNL products contain meteorology fields 

generated by the same model used in the Global Forecast System (GFS), providing unlimited 

domain range, but it is initialized over an hour later than GFS, allowing more observation data to 

be used (Saha et al., 2010). The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) product, also 

generated by NCEP, provides relatively high-resolution meteorological fields at 0.3° by 0.3° at the 

equatorial latitudes and covers the North American continent (See Chapter 2 in the case of 

Kasatochi volcano) (ESRL, 2016). For forecasting volcanic plumes, NCEP's Global Forecast 

System product is used. A table of these products, their respective NCEP dataset names, spatial 

resolutions and temporal resolutions are provided below in Table 1.3. All of these datasets are 

available via archive at the University Center for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) Computational 

and Information Systems Lab (CISL).

The WRF model also requires geographic information such as soil information (affecting 

planetary boundary layer dynamics), snow and vegetation cover (affecting surface albedo), ocean 

temperatures and more, provided by the United States Geologic Survey Land Cover dataset 

(USGS, 2016). Using the parameters provided, the atmospheric sinks of volcanic ash and SO2 are 

also reflected in the model chemistry calculations. The settling of volcanic ash is calculated using 

the Stoke's Law for each tracer (ash particle) as a function of their density and effective radius, 

the dynamic viscosity of the system and the acceleration due to gravity. A growth factor of three 

(applied to the effective diameter) is included to increase the radius of the particles when relative 

humidity exceeds 100%. Volcanic SO2 sinks may be calculated by various chemistry packages. 

For example, WRF-Chem includes chemistry routines for the conversion of atmospheric SO2 via 

the Regional Acid Deposition Model which follows the first order kinetics of SO2 oxidation 
mentioned above (Chang, 1991; Grell et al., 2005; Stockwell et al., 1997).

1.5 ASSESSMENT AND CHANGES TO WRF-CHEM IN VOLCANIC EMISSIONS MODELING

The following chapters of this dissertation are divided into 3 independent works, Chapters 

2, 3 and 4, along with closing remarks and conclusions in Chapter 5. Chapter 2, WRF-Chem 

modeling of sulfur dioxide emissions from the 2008 Eruption of Kasatochi Volcano, details 

modeling of sulfur dioxide emissions from the eruptions of Kasatochi Volcano in 2008 using 

WRF-Chem. Here, model output is compared to remote sensing data and comments are made on 
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the ability of WRF-Chem to capture the evolution and transport of the SO2 cloud. The work in 

Chapter 2 has been published in Annals of Geophysics in 2015.

Chapter 3, Modeling volcanic ash aggregation processes and related impacts on the 

April/May 2010 eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull Volcano with WRF-Chem, covers the addition of a 

volcanic ash aggregation scheme to the WRF-Chem base code. Comments are provided on 

changes in the model performance, the affects of the new code on model output, and an assessment 

of the model's ability to capture the dispersion of ash clouds from the 2010 eruptions of 

Eyjafjallajokull in Iceland. This work has be submitted for publication in Natural Hazards and 

Earth System Sciences in November, 2019.

Chapter 4, Near Real-Time Volcanic Ash Forecasting with the Weather Research 

Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) Model, suggests a methodology for using WRF-Chem 

as an automated, near real-time tool. The code is modified such that 10 different volcanic ash fields 

are available from one simulation run, greatly reducing the model run time. This work is intended 

to be submitted for publication in the Spring of 2020.
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TABLES

Table 1.1 - Volcanic ash Φ bin distribution and corresponding bin number. Values are based on 
Equation 1.2.1, developed by Krumbein (1934)

Bin # Φ Size

1 <0 1-2 mm

2 0-1 0.5-1 mm

3 1-2 0.25-0.5 mm

4 2-3 125-250 μm

5 3-4 62.5-125 μm

6 4-5 31.25-62.5 μm

7 5-6 15.625-31.25 μm

8 6-7 7.8125-15.625 μm

9 7-8 3.9065-7.8125 μm

10 >8 <3.9065 μm
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Table 1.2 - Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) currently in use in research and operational settings

Model Name: ASH3D ATHAM FALL3D FLEXPART HYSPLIT NAME PUFF WRF

Operational X X X X X X

Topography X X X X X X X X

U advection X X X X X X X X

V advection X X X X X X X X

U diffusion X X X X X X X X

V diffusion X X X X X X X X

Sedimentation X X X X X X X X

Aggregation X

Chemistry X X X X X X

Fully Coupled X



Table 1.3 - Atmospheric model data used in WRF-Chem studies

Product
Name

Dataset 
ID

Spatial 
Resolution

Temporal 
Resolution

Chapters Used

NCEP FNL ds083.2 1° by 1° 6 hourly 3, 4

NCEP GFS ds084.1 0.3° by 0.3° 3 hourly 4

NCEP NARR ds608.0 0.25° by 0.25° 3 hourly 2
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CHAPTER 2* - WRF-CHEM MODELING OF SULFUR DIOXIDE 

EMISSIONS FROM THE 2008 ERUPTION OF KASATOCHI VOLCANO

*Published as Egan, S. D., Stuefer, M., Webley, P. and Cahill, C. F.: Annals of Geophysics, 
Volume 57, doi:10.4401/ag-6626, 2015

ABSTRACT

We simulate the dispersion and chemical evolution of the sulfur dioxide (SO2) plume 

following the eruption of Kasatochi Volcano in Alaska, USA, on August 7th, 2008 with the 

Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model. The model was initialized 

with the observed three distinct plumes, which were characterized by a total estimated SO2 mass 

of 0.5 to 2.7 Tg. WRF-Chem modeled output was compared to remote sensing retrievals from the 

Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), and the modeled plumes agreed well in shape and location 

with the OMI retrievals. The calculated SO2 column densities showed comparable Dobson Unit 

values with higher densities especially in the center of the distal plume over northern Canada. We 

concluded from our analysis that WRF-Chem derived a 9.1-day lifetime of the SO2 when initialized 

with a 12km eruption height. Sensitivity tests with varying eruption plume heights revealed 

significantly increased lifetimes of SO2 up to 17.1 days for higher plumes.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Kasatochi volcano [52.169°N, 175.511°W] is a small (2.7 x 3.3 km, 314 m above sea level, 

a.s.l.), uninhabited stratovolcano in the Aleutian Arc of Alaska (Scott et al., 2010). On August 2nd, 

2008 US Fish and Wildlife biologists reported small tremors and a sulfur odor while on assignment 

(Waythomas et al., 2010). They were evacuated prior to a M5.8 earthquake on August 7th, 2008 
at 2:00 pm AKDT (22:00 UTC), detected by instruments from the Great Sitkin seismic Network. 

Infrared satellite retrievals from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 

confirmed the presence of a volcanic plume situated over the volcano's vent during this time 
(Waythomas et al., 2010).

Two additional eruptions followed at 01:50 UTC and 04:35 UTC (Scott et al., 2010). The 

ash and SO2 emissions dispersed in a complex pattern due in large part to a low-pressure 

cyclogenesis situated nearly on top of the volcano (Krotkov et al., 2010). Coarse ash and fine lapilli 
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deposited quickly while most of the fine ash and SO2 initially dispersed to the southeast 

(Waythomas et al., 2010). The resulting SO2 plume eventually entered the jet stream and traveled 

into the continental United States and Canada within a week (Krotkov et al., 2010).

The Kasatochi eruption is unique for various reasons. It resulted in the largest injection of 

SO2 into the atmosphere since the Mount Hudson eruption in Chile, August 1991. Initial estimates 

were between 1.20 to 2.7 Tg (Krotkov et al., 2010; Prata et al., 2010). By using inverse transport 

modeling, Kristiansen et al. (2010) established a 1.7 Tg mass loading. In addition, plume altitudes 

exceeded the tropopause (maxima near 7 to 12 km with smaller emissions up to 20 km) introducing 

about 1.0 Tg of SO2 into the stratosphere (Kristiansen et al., 2010).

Modeling SO2 emissions is useful for various reasons. SO2 is often collocated with volcanic 

ash and thus may be used as a proxy for ash where remote sensing is hindered by ice formation, 

water or cloud cover. Additionally, WRF-Chem studies of historical volcanic eruptions are 

motivated to test and provide source data and model parameterization schemes capable of 

predicting volcanic SO2 and ash eruptions in an operational setting in near real-time. Here, we use 

the well-defined Kasatochi SO2 eruption to study WRF-Chem's ability to model volcanic SO2 

transport and conversion.

2.2 BACKGROUND

Sulfur dioxide emissions from Kasatochi have been modeled previously with particle 

dispersion models (D'Amours et al., 2010; Kristiansen et al., 2010). Wang and others (2010) 

studied SO2 dispersion and aerosol formation plume height sensitivity using the Eulerian GEOS- 

Chem model by initializing the model domain with time-fitted SO2 column densities from the 

Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) using the Extended Iterative Spectral Fit (EISF) method. 

This WRF-Chem study differs from the GEOS-Chem study in that it does not require plume 

column densities, only specific eruption source data such as location, height, emission rate and 

duration. These parameters are included in tabulated Eruption Source Parameters (Mastin et al., 

2009), which may be used to initialize WRF-Chem for operational volcanic ash and SO2 forecasts.

Sulfur dioxide converts quickly (on the order of days) to sulfate aerosols. In the 

stratosphere, where the majority of the Kasatochi SO2 converted to sulfate, the conversion process 

is dominated by the interaction of SO2 with the hydroxyl radical (∙OH). Production of ∙OH begins 
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Here, k3[M] is the pseudo first order rate constant based on Equation 2.2.3. Sulfur dioxide 

and ∙OH also interact via aqueous phase reactions. In such reactions, ∙OH is produced by dissolved 

hydrogen peroxide in water, which then reacts with dissolved, aqueous SO2.

2.3 METHODS

The application of WRF-Chem for simulating the transport and effects of volcanic 

emissions within the atmosphere has been described (Stuefer et al., 2013). Importantly, WRF- 

Chem has been proposed as an operational tool for volcanic emissions modeling. Here, we test the 

feasibility of using WRF-Chem to capture SO2 emissions using the well-studied 2008 Kasatochi 

eruption.
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This cycling ensures the regeneration of ∙OH concentration. If we assume [∙OH] is constant 

and [M] varies only with pressure, we may solve the following differential equation to analytically 

calculate the change in concentration of SO2 with time:

M* is a third body quencher required to remove excess energy from the reaction. This 

process was initially proposed to decrease the ambient amount of □OH, and thus a second order 

rate equation would be needed to model it. However, as mentioned by McKeen et al. (1984), there 

is a cycling of the hydroperoxy radical, ∙HO2, and ∙OH in the presence of nitrogen oxide species, 
NOx (McKeen et al., 1984):

with the generation of excited states of atomic oxygen from ozone and diatomic oxygen via 

photolysis. The hydroxyl radical oxidizes SO2 in the stratosphere according to Equation 2.2.1.



The choice of eruption initialization parameters greatly impacts the ability of the model to 
predict volcanic ash and SO2 transport (Mastin et al., 2009; Webley et al., 2009). Table 2.1 lists 

the domain initialization parameters used in this study and Table 2.2 provides the initialization 

parameters for the eruption. We utilized the Global Forecast System (GFS) Final Reanalysis (FNL) 

datasets as base meteorological fields (NOAA, 2014).

WRF-Chem may use either default values for Eruption Source Parameters (ESP) or if 

available, source data from plume observations. Karagulian and others (2010) discovered a 

minimum of 1.7 Tg SO2 from the Kasatochi eruption using remote sensing data from the Infrared 

Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI). Kristiansen and others (2010) utilized inverse 

transport modeling to establish a similar mass of 1.7 Tg based on measurements from UV, IR and 

Lidar data. In a recent GEOS-Chem study by Wang et al. (2013) a value of 2.0 Tg SO2 was used. 

Herein, we initialized WRF-Chem with a total of 1.7 Tg of SO2. This mass was gradually added 

to the model using a constant eruption rate of 23,600 kg s-1 over the course of the three eruptions, 

using eruption durations and times based on Waythomas et al. (2010) (compare Table 2.2).

WRF-Chem initializes, by default, volcanic ash and SO2 plumes as an umbrella shape with 

75% of erupted mass in the plume surrounding the specified plume height and 25% of the mass 

linearly detrained underneath (Stuefer et al., 2013). For the eruption plume height, the ESP 

implemented within the WRF-Chem preprocessor as a default includes a height of 11 km for 

Kasatochi. However, in accordance with Kristiansen et al. (2010), we chose 12 km a.s.l ± 4 km for 

this study in order to test the sensitivity of the model to its plume height source. For the example 

of our mean plume height of 12 km a.s.l, the umbrella will include 75% of the mass between 9 - 

13 km a.s.l (peaking at 12 km a.s.l) and 25% below 9 km, linearly decreasing with height (Stuefer 
et al, 2013).

Kasatochi erupted over half of the SO2 into the stratosphere. Therefore, it is important to 

capture the gas-phase chemistry behind stratospheric SO2 oxidation shown in Equation 2.2.1. The 

model simulations utilized the Second Generation Regional Acid Deposition Model Mechanism 

(RADM2) for gas and aqueous phase reactions. The RADM2 model includes the oxidation of SO2 

by ∙OH as depicted in Equation 2.2.1 using the first order kinetics in Equations 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 

(Stockwell et al., 1990) as well as the treatment of the NOx species in Equations 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

Gaseous precursors, such as NO and ∙OH, were loaded into the model using the Prep-Chem-Source 
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1.4 preprocessor (Freitas et al., 2011). As mentioned, SO2 also converts via aqueous phase 

chemistry with ∙OH. This scheme is also parameterized within WRF-Chem RADM2.

Global ozone and other trace gases, such as SO2, are detected by the Ozone Monitoring 

Instrument (OMI), a nadir viewing, ultraviolet (UV)/visible spectrometer aboard the National 

Aeronautical and Space Administration's (NASA) Earth Observing System's (EOS) Aura satellite. 

OMI covers a spectral range of 264-504 nm, allowing measurements of ultraviolet and visible SO2 

signals. It provides global coverage once per day with a nadir pixel size of 13 x 24 km2 and swath 

width of 2,600 km and has been used in previous research studies for volcanic emissions analysis 
(Kristiansen et al., 2010; Krotkov et al., 2010; Lopez et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013)

For spatial analysis, we utilized NASA's Level 2 SO2 product, ColumnAmountSO2_STL 

(from here on STL). Column densities of SO2 in Dobson Units (DU) for this product are shown in 

Figure 2.1. Since the STL derived data may underestimate the total amount of SO2 in plume areas 

of high concentration, we used values from Krotkov et al. (2010) based on the Extended Iterative 

Spectral Fit (EISF) method for mass analysis. Applications of this method to Kasatochi SO2 

suggest that it may capture additional SO2 that other algorithms might miss (Krotkov et al., 2010; 
Yang et al., 2010).

2.4 RESULTS

Figure 2.1 shows the dispersion of the plume as modeled by WRF-Chem and derived by 

the OMI STL product. The model captured the plume's interaction with the meteorology well, as 

it dispersed over the North American continent. Figure 2.2 shows a brief spatial analysis along two 

transects (105 °W and 145° W) marked in red. Plume SO2 column densities were generally 

collocated with OMI here, however the normalized masses peaked in different areas. To compare 

the change in mass in the domain, a linear correlation plot was constructed and presented in Figure 

2.3. We saw a high degree of correlation (> 0.9 r2) for all plume height test cases between the 

change in WRF-Chem predicted SO2 mass and those observed by OMI.

A lifetime of SO2 was established using linear regression analysis; the lifetimes 

significantly varied with height. The 12km eruption height yielded a 9.1 days lifetime (r2=0.74) 

while the 8 km and 16 km plumes resulted in longer lifetimes of 10.6 and 17.1 days (r2=0.72, 0.68), 

respectively.
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2.5 DISCUSSION

WRF-Chem generally predicted a more disperse plume than was observed by OMI. In 

addition, there is a higher mass bias in the model results. This is markedly different from the work 

of Wang et al. (2010) where GOES-Chem produced a low mass bias. In addition, the mass located 

in the distal plume trended higher than that in the proximal. This is likely a direct result of the 

chosen ESP used for the modeled case as this varied with the plume height.

The rate of SO2 conversion agreed well with literature values. We used values from 
Krotkov et al. (2010) using the EISF method and from Kristiansen et al., (2010) to test WRF-Chem 

output. In Figure 2.3 we see that all three initialized eruption heights produced r2 values above 0.9.

As mentioned, a range of values was produced for the lifetime using linear regression 

analysis. The 12 km eruption produced the shortest lifetime, being about 9 days. This dependence 

of lifetime on plume height is most likely a direct result of different chemistry at the various levels 

of the atmosphere. The 12 km eruption included SO2 mass located mostly in the stratosphere where 

conversion based on Equation 2.2.1 dominated, yet also included enough SO2 in the troposphere 

where aqueous phase and heterogeneous chemistry can also occur.

WRF-Chem captured the dynamics and mass changes of the Kasatochi plume according to 

these results. It is, therefore, a robust candidate for volcanic emissions modeling, especially in the 

operational setting where multiple unknowns such as a specific plume height are present.
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FIGURES

Figure 2.1 - Dispersion of the Kasatochi SO2 plume as modeled by WRF-Chem (left) and 
calculated by the OMI STL product (right). Spatial analysis transects are shown in Red on 
the August 11th plot.
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Figure 2.2 - Spatial comparisons of SO2 column densities from WRF-Chem using 8, 12 
and 16 km initialized plume heights and from OMI STL product.
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Figure 2.3 - Correlation between WRF-Chem (y axis) and literature OMI EISF (x axis) 
SO2 domain masses for 8, 12 and 16 km plume heights.
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TABLES

Table 2.1 - WRF-Chem domain parameters used for the modeling of the 2008 eruptions of 
Kasatochi Volcano

Domain Size 600 x 400

dx, dy 15 km x 15 km

Vertical levels 40, terrain following

Model Height 2,000 Pa

Projection Lambert-Conformal

Center Lat/Lon 50°N, -120°W

Table 2.2 - Eruption times, durations and eruption rates of sulfur dioxide used in modeling of the 
2008 eruptions of Kasatochi Volcano.

Eruption Date, Time Eruption Duration Eruption Rate

8/7 22:00 UTC 60 minutes 23600 kg/s

8/8 01:50 UTC 30 minutes 23600 kg/s

8/8 04:35 UTC 30 minutes 23600 kg/s
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CHAPTER 3* - MODELING VOLCANIC ASH AGGREGATION 

PROCESSES AND RELATED IMPACTS ON THE APRIL/MAY 2010

ERUPTIONS OF EYJAFJALLAJöKULL VOLCANO WITH WRF-CHEM

*Submitted as Egan, S. D., Stuefer, M., Webley, P., Cahill, C. F. and Lopez, T., Hirtl M.: Natural 

Hazards and Earth System Science, November 2019

ABSTRACT

Volcanic eruptions eject ash and gases into the atmosphere that can contribute to significant 

hazards to aviation, public and environment health, and the economy. Several volcanic ash 

transport and dispersion (VATD) models are in use for operational forecasting of volcanic ash 

transport, but none include a treatment of volcanic ash aggregation processes. Volcanic ash 

aggregation can greatly reduce the atmospheric budget, dispersion and lifetime of ash particles and 

therefore its impacts. To enhance our understanding and modeling capabilities of the ash 

aggregation process, a volcanic ash aggregation scheme was integrated into the Weather Research 

Forecasting with online Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model. Aggregation rates and ash mass loss in 

this modified code are calculated in-line with the meteorological conditions, providing a fully 

coupled treatment of aggregation processes. The updated-model results were compared to field 

measurements of tephra fallout and in situ airborne measurements of ash particles from the 

April/May 2010 eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull Volcano, Iceland. WRF-Chem, coupled with the 

newly added aggregation code, modeled ash clouds that agreed spatially and temporally with these 

in situ and field measurements. A sensitivity study provided insights into the mechanics of the 

aggregation code by analyzing each aggregation process (collision kernel) independently, as well 

as by varying the fractal dimension of the newly formed aggregates. In addition, the airborne 

lifetime (e-folding) of total domain ash mass was analyzed for a range of fractal dimension, and a 

maximum reduction of 79.5% was noted.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Volcanic eruptions inject gases and ash particles of various sizes into the atmosphere, 

posing hazards to life, infrastructure and aviation (Miller and Casadevall, 2000). Volcanic 

emissions can alter the composition of the atmosphere and affect the Earth's radiation budget and 
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climate (Angell, 1993; Cole-Dai, 2010; Thordarson and Self, 2003). The environmental and 

economic impacts of past and recent eruptions have spurred increased interest in the inclusion of 

volcanic ash into numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (Folch et al., 2009, 2015; Lin et al., 

2012; Stuefer et al., 2013). Today, forecasters and scientists utilize volcanic ash transport and 

dispersion (VATD) models for ash hazard mitigation, the development, calibration and validation 

of remote sensing tools, the study of ash physics and to study the initial plume characteristics of 

eruptions. A current limitation of most VATD models is their ability to capture volcanic ash 

aggregation.

Volcanic ash aggregation is important for many reasons. Aggregation affects the 

atmospheric lifetime of ash, the distance ash is transported from the eruption source, the size and 

type of tephra observed on the ground, and the duration ash poses a threat to aircraft (Brown et al., 

2012; Casadevall, 1994; Rose and Durant, 2011). Aggregation has been observed in several well 

studied volcanic eruptions such as those of Mount St. Helens (Washington), Mount Redoubt 

(Alaska) and Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland). Additionally, aggregation occurs in both proximal (< 15 

km from the plume corner) and distal ash clouds (Bonadonna et al., 2011; Bonadonna and Phillips, 
2013; Brown et al., 2012; Carey and Sigurdsson, 1982; Rose and Durant, 2009, 2011; Taddeucci 

et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2013).

Proximal volcanic ash aggregates form more rapidly than distal aggregates for a number 

of reasons. For example, ice and liquid water enhance the sticking of particles and thus increases 

the rate of aggregation (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 2011). This process can occur in a 

hail-like process with a cycle of freezing and thawing leading to enhanced aggregation (Van Eaton 

et al., 2015). In addition, the higher concentration of ash in the proximal plume increases the 

number of collisions.

Water enhanced aggregation in the proximal plume has been observed in a number of 

eruptions. Field observations of tephra from the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens detail 

the formation of large volcanic aggregates (up to 1mm) closely correlated with the presence of 

rain, snow, and hail (Waitt et al., 1981). Gilbert and Lane (1994) note that aggregation rates were 

enhanced by high proximal water vapor concentrations during the eruptions of Sakurajima volcano 

in the 1990s, and the majority of this water-enhanced aggregation occurred proximally, within the 

first minutes of the eruption. In addition, studies of the 2009 eruption of Mount Redoubt in Alaska 
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show definitive evidence for aggregation enhanced sedimentation in the proximal plume (Van 

Eaton et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2013). Van Eaton et al. (2015) state the effects of aggregation 

were so great in the Redoubt eruption that over 95% of fine ash mass fell to the ground as 

aggregates.

Distal aggregation usually occurs at a slower rate than proximal aggregation as the plume 

ages and diffuses (Rose and Durant, 2009, 2011). Despite a slower rate of aggregation the majority 

of distal fine ash settles to the ground as larger aggregates (Brown et al., 2012; Carey and 

Sigurdsson, 1982; Rose and Durant, 2011; Wallace et al., 2013). Both coarse and fine ash particles 

are known to aggregate in distal clouds by forming dry clusters due to electrostatic attraction, or 

as liquid or frozen water particles (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 2011). Distal aggregate 

formation has been observed from eruptions such as Etna Volcano, Italy in 1971, Mount St. 
Helens, U.S. in 1980 and Mount Redoubt, U.S. in 1990 (Booth and Walker, 1973; Sorem, 1982; 

Sparks et al., 1997). For many eruptions, electrostatic aggregation of fine ash is expected to be 

responsible for the bimodal distribution of volcanic ash fallout (Carey and Sigurdsson, 1982; 
Cornell et al., 1983; James et al., 2003).

Recently, aggregation processes were observed to play an integral role in the dispersion of 

the plume generated from the April and May 2010 eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull Volcano, Iceland. 

In-situ measurements of ash particle fall velocities using high speed photography observed 

aggregation-enhanced sedimentation that increased fallout rates by a factor of 10 (Taddeucci et al., 

2011). The effect of ash aggregation caused a significant quantity of additional ash fall across 

Iceland, rather than be transported further. Ash aggregation overall clearly reduced the 

atmospheric residency time of the Eyjafjallajökull ash plume (Gudmundsson et al., 2012). In 

addition, aggregation was observed to cause enhanced fallout over parts of mainland Europe and 

the United Kingdom (Stevenson et al., 2012).

Aggregation processes not only affect the lifetime of volcanic ash, but also the makeup of 

volcanic ash cloud particle size distributions (PSDs) which may complicate modeling and remote 

sensing efforts (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 2011). For example, volcanic ash remote 

sensing algorithms require information regarding particle sizes and extinction coefficients (Stohl 

et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2013). Remote sensing methods are also used to estimate eruption 

parameters and PSDs via extinction coefficients using inverse modeling (Kristiansen et al., 2012;
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Stohl et al., 2011). Additionally, volcanic PSDs are also important for the study of radiative 

properties of volcanic ash and their effects on the atmosphere (Hirtl et al., 2019; Young et al., 

2012).

The effects imposed on volcanic ash clouds by aggregation processes necessitates their 

parameterization in volcanic ash transport and dispersion (VATD) models. Despite this, only few 

of the existing VATD models capture aggregation processes. For example, a volcanic ash 

aggregation parameterization scheme has been implemented within the FALL3D model (Folch et 

al., 2009). In an operational setting, FALL3D runs by ingesting offline meteorological fields from 

gridded atmospheric models, such as the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model, and then 

calculating volcanic ash advection and sedimentation during the parent model output time step. 

Another method of capturing volcanic ash aggregation is to initialize VATD models with PSDs 

that account for volcanic aggregation in the eruptive column by using initial plume models. 

FPLUME, a one dimensional (1D) plume model based on buoyant plume theory, constructs initial 

plume characteristics that account for ash aggregation (Folch et al., 2016). In this case, the 1D 

plume model develops an initial PSD at the source that accounts for aggregation processes and 

then keeps this PSD invariant during further plume transport.

In effort to study and predict volcanic ash aggregation effects using a fully coupled 

modeling system, where the fate of the airborne ash particles is coupled to the atmospheric 

environment, a volcanic ash aggregation scheme was incorporated into the Weather Research 

Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model (Grell et al., 2005). This coupled system requires 

no temporal nor spatial interpolations as it calculates interactions between the meteorology and 

ash at each modeling time step (on the order of seconds). While many dispersion models require 

less computing power than WRF, a number of them require a mesoscale model, like WRF, to 

generate regional, gridded meteorological fields for their initialization. As an example, FALL3D 

is typically initialized with a WRF model run that is executed prior to the dispersion model. 

Modeling particle dispersion with WRF-Chem is, therefore, as computationally feasible as running 

these models since in many cases, a mesoscale, gridded model must be run for their initialization.

The following sections of this paper detail the inclusion of a computationally feasible 

volcanic ash aggregation scheme into the WRF-Chem model and the impacts of these 

modifications on model output. The following ‘Aggregation Parameterization and 
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Implementation' section (Section 3.2) details the background and incorporation of a mathematical 

scheme that is physically descriptive of aggregation processes into WRF-Chem, as well as the 

development of a new methodology for selecting aggregation sticking efficiencies that depend on 

relative humidity. This newly implemented code is then applied to the April and May 2010 

eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull, as well as to a controlled sensitivity study using a single eruption. 

The setup of these two cases is discussed in Section 2.3 ‘Methods', with remarks on the model 

output in Section 2.4 ‘Results'. Concluding remarks are then provided in the final Section 2.5 

‘Conclusions'.

3.2 AGGREGATION PARAMETERIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Smoluchowski (1917) developed the original analytical theory of the process of 

coagulation of colloid particles based upon Prof. R. Zsigmondy's experiments with gold solutions. 

The Smoluchowski Coagulation Equation (Equation 1) is an integrodifferential, population 

balance equation that describes the evolution of particle number density, IJ(K), in time 6, as 

primary particles of one volume, υ , collide and stick together with particles of different volumes, 

υ', to form aggregates (Smoluchowski, 1917). It is physically descriptive of the aggregation 

process.

Equation 1 describes the number of aggregates of volume K formed, IJ, per unit time, 6, 

on the left, and the loss of primary particles between volumes υ and υ' on the right as particles 

aggregate based on the collision frequency of the particles. Frequency is weighted by the 

coagulation kernel, X, which is the product of the collision kernel, Y, and a sticking efficiency, Z, 

thus, X = YZ.

Volcanic ash may undergo various processes that result in collisions, such as Brownian 

motion, differential sedimentation and fluid shear, and as a result there are many formulations of 

the coagulation kernel, X (Jacobson, 2005). For example, collisions due to Brownian interactions 

(Y[) occur randomly during diffusion and are temperature dependent. As temperature increases, 

the diffusion rate increases thus increasing their chances of interacting with other particles. Particle 

collisions due to shear (Y\) occur when ash moving in different horizontal directions collide due 
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to changes in laminar flow. This kernel therefore depends on wind speed and direction. Lastly, 

differential sedimentation (Y]\) captures particle interactions due to the different fall velocities of 

different sized particles. The rate at which particles settle is dependent on their size and therefore 

the differential sedimentation kernel depends on the difference in size between particles. As larger 

particles fall, they have a greater chance of encountering smaller, slower moving particles on their 

descent. In summary, the collision kernels Y[ , Y\ and Y]\ represent the rate at which ash particles 

collide based on Brownian motion, fluid shear and differential sedimentation, respectively. Each 

kernel depends directly on the number concentration and size distribution of ash particles, and 

each depends highly on its own set of parameters.

While physically descriptive of the aggregation process, the Smoluchowski Equation itself, 

in addition to the equations governing the coagulation kernel, X, is prohibitively computationally 

expensive to solve explicitly, even with simple boundary conditions. Advances in simplifying the 

equation for use in computational volcanic ash modeling resulted in large part from work by 

Dekkers and Friedlander (2002) and Costa et al. (2010) by assuming a time independent aggregate 

size distribution and fractal geometry of volcanic ash aggregates, respectively. Assuming a fractal 

aggregate geometry greatly simplifies the equations describing the coagulation kernels (Y[ , Y\ 

and Y]\ ) by establishing a particle size-volume fractal relationship, described by a fractal 

dimension factor , ^. In addition, an assumption of fractal geometry allows IJ in Equation 1 to be 

described in terms of the total number of particles in a computational space, IG_G, forming 

aggregates of a certain fractal dimension, '=, based on a generally accepted fractal relationship 

(Jullien and Botet, 1987; Lee and Kramer, 2004). The simplified Smoluchowski equation 

described by Costa et al. (2010) results in a calculation of , from Equation 1, that is much

more computationally feasible (Equation 2)

Here, Δntot represents the total number of particles per unit volume lost to aggregation. 

The equation relies on the solid volume fraction of the aggregates, s (Folch et al., 2016), the 

number densities of the bins, ntot , as well as the fractal dimension of the fine ash particles, '= 
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(Costa et al., 2010). Equations describing the collision kernel, Y, were also simplified using a 

fractal representation of ash geometry and were reduced to Equations 3-5, shown in Table 3.1.

New code capable of calculating Equations 2 to 5 was developed in this study and 

integrated into the WRF-Chem code. Refer to the appendix of this dissertation for the changes that 

were made. WRF-Chem 3.9.1 was used, which is available to download from the WRF homepage: 

www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/downloads.html (Current Fall 2019). The edited code may be 

downloaded using the “git” repository located at “www.github.com/sdegan- 

USN/wrf_aggregation”.

Most of the source variables necessary to solve Equations 2 to 5 are available in WRF- 

Chem by selecting the appropriate aerosol and chemistry packages. For example, chemistry option 

(chem_opt) 402 (WRF-Chem User Guide 3.9, 2018) includes chemistry and humidity variables 
provided by the Regional Deposition Acid Model Version 2 (RADM2) (Stockwell et al., 1990) 

and the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) models (Chin et al., 

2000), as well as the inclusion of volcanic sulfur dioxide (SO2) and ten volcanic ash particle size 

bins (Stuefer et al., 2013). Three variables required by Equations 2 to 5, the sticking efficiency, Z, 

fractal dimension, '=, and fractal dimension factor, ^ are not, however, included in WRF-Chem 

and therefore must be calculated or assumed.

The fractal dimension, '=, relates the number of primary particles 3 in an aggregate to the 

size of the aggregate, R, such that 3 scales proportionally as N ∞ RDf . For example, as '= 

approaches 3, primary particles in the aggregate use up more and more space such that '= = 3.0 

would indicate a solid, filled aggregate. A lack of experimental data adds a degree of uncertainty 

when selecting the fractal dimension, however previous studies of eruptive events from Mount 

Saint Helens and Mount Spurr led to the use of '= = 2.99 by applying a regression analysis applied 

to model output comparisons to observed deposits (Folch et al., 2010). The fidelity of confidence 

in the choice of the fractal dimension is also hindered by the fact that it does not necessarily, by 

its definition, remain constant with plume transport.

The fractal dimension factor, ^, used to simplify the coagulation kernel equations relates 

the fractal dimension, '=, to the diameters and volumes of the primary particles in the aggregates. 

This relationship is given in Equation 6
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Here, 5> and K> are the diameter and volume of the primary particles forming an aggregate. 
Costa et al. (2010), Dekkers and Friedlander, (2002) and Folch et al. (2010) indicate that a fractal 

dimension on the order of 0.6 to 1 is sufficient for describing the geometry of volcanic ash particles 

and aggregates. As done in Costa et al. (2010), a unity fractal dimension factor is utilized in this 

study.

The sticking efficiency coefficient, α, relies heavily on the concentration of water vapor 

and ice (Costa et al., 2010). In order to formulate an appropriate estimate for the sticking efficiency 

coefficient, a new parameterization was incorporated into the WRF-Chem emissions driver that 

includes volcanic water vapor emissions that are specified by the user. This code adds these 

emissions to the ambient water vapor mass within the model environment. Van Eaton et al. (2012) 

demonstrated that the sticking efficiency of volcanic ash particles follow exponential curves. Using 

these fitted curves, the sticking efficiency coefficient, α, between two particles z and { may be 

calculated using a fitting coefficient, #. This coefficient varies with water vapor concentration, 

[)%$], and the radius of the colliding particles, |. A lookup table was added to select sticking 

coefficients based on this work by utilizing the water vapor content of the model cell and the 

particle size (Equation 3.7 and Table 3.2). Importantly, this equation is computationally 

inexpensive to solve. Although electrostatic interactions are significant enough to cause 

aggregation of particles, they are most likely insignificant when compared to aggregation in the 

presence of water (James et al., 2003; Schumacher and Schmincke, 1995). Since the modeled 

background water rarely approaches 0% relative humidity, dry interactions are not parameterized 

in this study.
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The four aggregation equations (Equation 2 to 5) are solved for volcanic ash bins 2 to 10 

at every time step, for every model grid cell, and account for interaction of particles between the 

different bins by using the total mass to calculate the available number of primary particles 

available for aggregation. Large particles, greater than 1 mm in diameter, are included in WRF- 

Chem volcanic ash bin 1, which has been designated as the “aggregate” bin. All aggregates 

generated by the code are moved to bin 1 since large particles assume high fall velocities and thus



contribute to ash fallout within periods of minutes to hours (Rose and Durant, 2011) and their 

corresponding masses are subtracted from bins 2-10. All volcanic ash removed from the model 

domain is stored in the ASH_FALL variable, allowing the analysis of fallout mass and location 

when enabled in the WRF-Chem registry.

3.3 METHODS

Eyjafjallajökull erupted in April and May 2010, dispersing ash over Europe that caused 

numerous flight delays over the course of weeks and a resulting loss of revenue to airlines in the 

billions of dollars (Harris et al., 2010). Due to the massive extent of the eruption's impacts on 

Europe, it became one of the most studied and well-documented eruptions in history, providing 

numerous sources of data regarding the plume's characteristics. For example, the German 

Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR) took several in situ 

measurements of Eyjafjallajökull's ash clouds over the course of the two months of eruptions by 

flying its Falcon aircraft into forecasted plume locations. During the flights, Schumann et al. 

(2011) recorded particle number concentrations using a Grimm SKY-OPC 1.129 optical particle 

counter and a Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. (PMS) Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe 

(FSSP), observing a range of particles from 0.25 and 24 μm. In addition, upper and lower mass 

concentration estimates were calculated using the minimum and maximum imaginary component 

of the refractive index, of which the FSSP was particularly sensitive. For the flight of May 17, a 

“medium” estimate of mass concentration was also calculated that lies between the upper and 

lower values. From these studies, information on particle number, mass concentration, plume 

heights and gas composition are available, providing one of the best datasets available to study 

distal and proximal volcanic emissions (Schumann et al., 2011). In addition to these in situ data, 

Doppler measurements of the eruptive column and ground air sampling measurements were 

conducted by many groups to establish descriptive and accurate eruption source parameters 
(Arason et al., 2011; Devenish et al., 2012a, Devenish et al., 2012b; Stevenson et al., 2012). 

Observations of volcanic tephra fallout are also available and provide important insights into the 

PSD and transport of the distal Eyjafjallajökull ash clouds (Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Stevenson 

et al., 2012). In addition, volcanic ash aggregation was directly observed via high speed 

photography near the vent, lending proof that particle aggregation occurred in the plumes 

Eyjafjallajökull produced (Taddeucci et al., 2011).
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3.3.1 Eyjafjallajökull Model Domain Setup

The newly implemented aggregation code was applied to the April and May 2010 eruptions 

of Eyjafjallajökull. Additionally, sensitivity studies were conducted using a single eruption on May 

5th, 2010. In all studies, the model domain was centered at 50°N, 0°W, offsetting the 

Eyjafjallajökull vent (63.62°N, 19.61°E) to the northwest of the domain to account for the 

southwest trajectory of the ash clouds. The model was setup for high spatial resolution simulations 

at 10 km2 per grid cell, with a total of 500 x 500 horizontal grid cells per vertical layer. The domain 

is shown in Figure 3.1 with Eyjafjallajökull marked in red. The model included 48 pressure levels 

with the top level of the model set to 2,000 Pa. The integration time step of the dynamics and 

chemical fields was set to 30 seconds.

Meteorological fields were obtained from the National Center for Environmental 

Prediction Final Global Operational Analysis (NCEP FNL) datasets, ds083.2, accessed through 

the National Center for Atmospheric Research Data Archive (NCAR, 2000). These datasets 

represent the final analysis of historical Global Forecast System (GFS) model output. Ingest was 

conducted similar to Hirtl et al. (2019), using a 9 day spin up time before the first eruption on 14 

April and with meteorological initializations every 48 hours. The WRF-Chem volcanic package 

was enabled with chemistry option 402, which includes ten particle sizes of volcanic ash (Stuefer 

et al., 2013). These particle sizes are shown in Table 3.3. The Yonsei University Planetary 

Boundary Layer (YSU PBL) scheme and the Noah Land Surface Model (LSM) were included for 

PBL and near ground physics (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Hong et al., 2006).

Water was added to the model domain by multiplying the water content of 

Eyjafjallajökull's magma, 1.8% (Keiding and Sigmarsson, 2012) to the total erupted mass of 400 

Tg for fine and coarse ash estimated by Taddeucci et al. (2011). This 1.8% multiplier produces 

water vapor emissions that agree with constraints constructed by comparing H2O/SO2 emission 

ratios using values from Allard et al. (2011), yielding a ratio of 458 mol/mol, and SO2 emission 

rates from two remote sensing studies by Boichu et al (2013 and Thomas and Prata (2011). The 

code was modified to read in volcanic water vapor emissions rates into WRF-Chem as a callable 

Fortran module.
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In addition, Hirtl et al. (2019) noted that the model topography of Eyjafjallajökull is 

smoothed at the 10 km2 model spatial resolution, resulting in a vent height 400 m lower than the 

actual height of 1000 m. A 400 m height offset was applied to correct this.

3.3.2 Sensitivity Study - Parameterizations

Multiple sensitivity studies were conducted in order to assess: 1) the overall change in mass 

due to aggregation, 2) the effects of different fractal dimensions, '=, on the aggregation rate, 3) 

the contribution of each collision kernel, Y[, Y\ and Y]\, to the decrease in domain ash mass and 

4) the effect of adding coupled water vapor emissions to the model domain on the aggregation rate. 

These sensitivity studies were conducted on a smaller time slice of the parent domain, using a 9 

hour eruptive event on May 5th, 2019, initialized at 00:00Z with a rate of 4 x 106 kg s-1, which 

corresponds to an average value of Eyjafjallajökull's largest eruptions. A 72 hour spin up time was 

included prior to the eruption initialization to allow the meteorological fields to stabilize, and was 

then run for 6 days, ending 00:00Z on the 11th of May. New meteorological fields were ingested 

every 24 hours for high fidelity. Each volcanic ash bin was populated with 10% of the total erupted 

mass in order to simplify output analysis.

In order to assess how the aggregation code affects model output, WRF-Chem was run 

with and without the aggregation code enabled. Due to a lack of experimental data, a choice of 

fractal dimension, '=, is difficult. Therefore, the fractal dimension, '=, was varied to measure its 

effects on the overall aggregation rate. The span of fractal dimensions chosen ranges from '= = 

{2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.95, 2.98, 2.99, 3.0} and is based on studies by Costa et al. (2010) and 

from a similar study of Mount Saint Helens and Mount Spurr using Fall3D by Folch et al. (2010). 

In the later, a fractal dimension of 2.99 was chosen based on a best fit method (Folch et al., 2010).

The contribution of each collision kernel, Y[,Y\ and Y]\, to the total reduction in domain 

mass was also assessed by using the same domain and eruption parameters, and enabling only one 

kernel at a time using a fractal dimension of 2.5 and 3.0. The total change in mass from each kernel 

was then divided by the total change in mass with all kernels enabled to find the percent 

contribution.

The impacts of the inclusion of water vapor on the aggregation rate were studied by running 

the code with and without the 1.8% water vapor emissions included in the model domain. For the 
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simulation run without water vapor emissions, only background water vapor from the FNL datasets 

were used.

3.3.3 APRIL AND MAY 2010 ERUPTIONS OF Eyjafjallajökull - PARAMETERIZATIONS

WRF-Chem was also configured to simulate Phase I (April 2010) and the Phase III (May 

2010) eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull using the same model domain described above. Phase II 

eruptions were effusive rather than explosive and ejected tephra at much lower altitudes of 2 to 4 

km ASL (Gudmundsson et al., 2012) and were thus not included in this modeling case study.

Eruption source parameters (ESP) for Eyjafjallajökull were adapted from Mastin et al. 

(2014) and Hirtl et a. (2019). Camera footage and C-band Doppler radar measurements were used 

to establish three hourly plume heights for the April and May 2010 eruptions (Arason et al., 2011; 

Mastin et al., 2009; Hirtl et al., 2019). These plume heights were used to calculate eruption rates 

based on the plume height/eruption rate relationship derived by Mastin et al. (2009). The total 

erupted mass was then scaled based on work by Gudmundsson et al. (2012) such that the total ash 

mass ejected over the eruptive phases agreed with the 190 Tg estimate for fine ash stated (Hirtl et 

al., 2019). The bimodal, silicic (S2) ESP particle size distribution (Table 3.3) was used to populate 

the ten volcanic ash bins in the model (Mastin et al., 2009). The three hourly plume heights and 

eruption rates used in the study are presented in Figure 3.2.

In this study, all aggregation collision kernels were enabled, and water vapor emissions as 

described previously were added to the model domain at each time step. As mentioned earlier, the 

choice of a fractal dimension is hindered by a lack of experimental data. Folch et al. (2010) 

conducted linear regression analysis of repeated model run comparisons to tephra fallout 

measurements from eruptions originating at Mount Spurr and Mount Saint Helens. This study 

resulted in the use of a 2.99 fractal dimension. Due to a lack of experimental data on the 

development of volcanic ash fractal dimensions, and the fact that aggregate fractal dimensions are 

not necessarily constant with time, '= was set at the upper bound of 3.0, providing the maximum, 

aggregation rate.
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3.4 RESULTS

The newly implemented aggregation code was first assessed with a sensitivity study of a 

singular eruptive event, and then by application to the entire Phase I and Phase III eruption periods.

3.4.1 SENSITIVITY STUDY RESULTS

Varying the fractal dimension between 2.5 and 3.0 resulted in a range of aggregation rates. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the change in domain mass from a single 9 hour eruption on May 5th at 00:00Z 

with a constant eruption rate of 4 x 106 kg s-1. As expected, higher values of '= result in higher 

rates of aggregation with the largest jumps in the aggregation rate between '= = 3.0 and 2.8. To 

quantify the change in aggregation rate, volcanic ash lifetimes in terms of e-folding were 

calculated. This analysis is presented in Figure 3.4 and indicates a range of e-folding times from 

72 hours with no aggregation code enabled to 15 hours with maximum aggregation considered ('= 

= 3.0). Based on work by Folch et al. (2019), it is assumed that a true value of the fractal dimension 

likely lies near '= = 2.99, which corresponds to a 79.5% difference in e-folding times. In terms of 

volcanic ash lifetime, on hourly timescales, there is no difference between '= = 3.0 and 2.99.

Figure 3.5 shows the extent to which each kernel contributed to the overall change in the 

model domain's ash mass by enabling each kernel independently. Two fractal dimensions were 

considered, '= = 2.5 and 3.0, and both affected each kernel's contribution to aggregation 

differently. The differential sedimentation kernel, Y]\, for example contributed to the majority of 

the change in domain mass over the course of the 96-hour model run (≈ 99%) when '= was set to 

3.0, but contributed only 5% on average with '= = 2.5. The Brownian kernel became the major 

contributor to aggregation in the case of '= = 2.5, contributing to over 90% of the aggregation. 

This agrees with parametric studies of varying fractal dimensions by Costa et al. (2010), who noted 

this trade between ADS and AB when considering fine ash particles (<63 μm). Overall, fluid shear 

interactions were the minor contributor to aggregation for both fractal dimensions. While its 

contribution to aggregation approaches that of ADS for Df = 2.5, it is many orders of magnitude 

lower than AB or ADS for Df = 3.0.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the percentage of total domain mass comprised of volcanic ash bins 

7-10. Here, aggregation is run with '= = 3.0. Larger bins (1-6) were not included due to the rapid
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decrease in their domain mass as a result of their settling velocities. Figure 3.6 depicts a shift in 

the particle size distribution due to aggregation. The aggregation code results in less contribution 

from fine ash particles (bins 7, 8 and 9), resulting in a shift of the PSD towards bin 10. This is the 

result of the size of the particles since larger radii result in a larger probability cross section of 

collision and subsequent aggregate formation.

Coupling water emissions resulted in a very small increase in aggregation rate, lowering 

the total domain mass on the order of Mg hr-1, much lower than the overall loss rate of ash due to 

aggregation on the order of Tg hr-1 (6 orders of magnitude). The sticking efficiency, Equation 6, 

is high (> 90%) for small particles (< 63 μm). As the residence time of large particles is very short, 

the sticking efficiency is applicable to the narrow range of particle sizes that persist in the domain 

(Bins 7-10, < 32.5 μm). These particle sizes correspond to a narrow range of sticking efficiencies 

(.87 to .97), regardless of the water vapor concentration.

3.4.2 Eyjafjallajökull STuDY RESuLTS

The ash cloud dynamics generated by WRF-Chem over the model period agree with other 
modeling studies of Eyjafjallajökull utilizing WRF-Chem (Hirtl et al., 2019; Webley et al., 2012). 

Figure 3.7 provides an example of the output from WRF-Chem for April 15 and 16, 2010. The 

dynamics of the ash clouds are apparent. The plume moves south and east towards the coasts of 

Scandinavia and northern Europe then splits into two plumes: one residing over Sweden and 

Finland and the other passing through multiple northern European countries.

Model output also agrees with airborne in situ measurements. DLR research aircraft 

conducted 13 flights on 11 different days that transected Eyjafjallajökull's ash clouds over the 

course of the Phase I and Phase III eruptions (Schumann et al., 2011). Predicted ash concentrations 

from WRF-Chem were compared to the in situ observational data from three of these flights: April 

19 and May 16, and 17, 2010. WRF-Chem volcanic ash bins 8, 9 and 10 correspond to the particle 

size detection limits of the Grimm OPC and PMS FSSP aboard the Falcon aircraft and were thus 

chosen for comparisons.

Figure 3.8 presents time series plots of WRF-Chem output and DLR measurements. 

Figures 3.8(A), 3.8(C), and 3.8(E) cast the WRF-Chem output in mass concentration (g m-3). 

Figures 3.8(B), 3.8(D) and 3.8(F) cast the WRF-Chem ash bin as number concentrations by using 
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an assumed particle density of 2500 kg m-3 (Brown et al., 2012) in order to make direct 

comparisons to the Grimm OPC and FSSP detectors.

Temporal changes in observed and modelled ash concentrations agreed moderately well 

for the April 19 flight (Figures 3.8A and 3.8B). Analysis of particle number densities in Figure 

3.8B for 14 April shows 5 significant overestimations of volcanic ash by the non-aggregation 
enabled code, between 50-75% at 14:55 and 15:07, between 15:15-15:18, between 15:35-15:42 

and between 16:55-17:06. These overestimations did not occur when the aggregation code was 

used. One peak concentration was observed at 15:30 UTC on April 19, which was not resolved by 

WRF-Chem (Figure 3.8B). Typical of any Eulerian air quality model, WRF-Chem tends to diffuse 

ash concentrations, an effect that is also dependent on the model resolution. Smaller domain grid 

cells permit better comparison with point observations, but decreases in grid cell sizes are 

computationally expensive.

Number density readings for May 15 (Figure 3.8(D)) contained more robust data than mass 

concentration (9(C)) and was therefore used in the analysis for this date. Here, a large 

overestimation of ash is calculated by WRF-Chem when not using the aggregation code. A peak 

of 290 particles cm-3 are observed in the unmodified code, almost 10 times higher than observed. 

With aggregation enabled, the WRF-Chem solution is much closer at a maximum of 45 particles 

cm-3, showing a stark improvement.

On May 17 (Figures 3.8(E) and 3.8(F)), the aircraft performed a steep transect through a 

plume with larger ash particles. Almost no ash concentration was recorded at the lowest flight 

altitude reached during the middle of the flight at 16:40 UTC. At this same time, WRF-Chem 

predicted concentrations in excess of 400 g m-3. Where the plume locations do agree, there is 

improved agreement between the aggregation enabled code and the airborne observations of mass 

concentration. For the entire time range, observations where the aggregation code produced mass 

readings in the same order of magnitude as those observed by DLR were counted. This total was 

then divided by the total flight time and resulted in an average 80% agreement of the data (78% 
for April 19, 78% for May 15 and 83% for May 17). This fell to an average of 62% when the code 

was run without aggregation, using the same methodology.
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In addition to comparisons with Schumann et al. (2011) in situ measurements, WRF-Chem 

tephra fallout was also compared to field measurements of tephra collected by Stevenson et al., 

(2012) in the United Kingdom (UK). Figure 3.9 depicts the mass of tephra deposited in the model 

domain from all April 2010 eruptions in panel (A) and from May 2010 eruptions in panel (B). 

Stevenson et al. (2012) report three sampling periods that overlap with the model domain times in 

this study. For example, Stevenson et al. (2012) counted 218 grains of tephra per cm2, at Benbecula 

in the Outer Hebrides (57.43N, 7.34W, Figure 3.9(A), white circle), with a mean diameter of 18 

± 7 μm while sampling between 13-20 May, 2010. Assuming an average density of 2,500 kg m-3 

yields a tephra concentration between 20 and 45 mg m-2, compared to 31 mg m-2 predicted by 

WRF-Chem with the aggregation code enabled during the same time range. Samples taken at 
Leicestershire (52.73°N, 1.16°W, Figure 3.9(B), white circle) between 25 April and 3 May, 2010 

estimate a range of tephra mass on the ground between 51 and 119 mg m-2, also near the WRF- 

Chem estimate of 41 mg m-2 (80% of observed mass) between those dates. Another sample from 

Lincolnshire (52.74N, 0.38W, Figure 3.9(B), white circle) covered a period from 24-30 April 

2010. In this case, tephra fallout between 3 and 13 mg m-2 were measured, whereas WRF-Chem 

predicted a smaller value of 1.2 mg m-2 (40% of observed mass). The smaller estimates for the 

Lincolnshire and Leicestershire sites may be explained by the lack of model data covering 27 April 

- 3 May, as the last modeled hour was 00:00 UTC on 27 April. When considering WRF-Chem run 

without aggregation the fallout seen in these areas is minimal, with less than 1 mg m-2 observed.

The aggregation code altered the overall particle size distribution of the domain. To study 

this change, the model domain mass was analyzed from 14 to 18 May, 2010. This time frame 

represents the last 96 hours of modeled eruptions and includes a high degree of variability in the 

eruption rate and plume height (see Figure 3.2). The total domain mass is presented in Figure 3.10 

without (A) and with (C) the aggregation code enabled. To analyze the PSD, the mass of each 

volcanic ash bin was divided by the total model domain mass. The resulting percentages are 
presented in Figure 3.10(B) and 11(D). The top panels, Figures 3.10(A) and 3.10(B), depict WRF- 

Chem output without the use of the aggregation code, whereas the lower panels, Figures 3.10(C) 

and 3.10(D), include the aggregation code. The short atmospheric lifetime of the large particles in 

bins 1-3 result in small masses during this time frame compared to smaller bins 4-10. As such, 

only bins 4-10 are depicted in Figure 3.10. Major changes in the eruption rates are annotated on 

the time axis with red marks.
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Initially, the eruption rate is 7.36 x105 kg s-1 (7.949 Tg per 3 hours) before 09:00 UTC on 

14 May. For this time period, ash bins 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the dominant sizes when run without 

aggregation. This is a result of their larger share of the erupted particles from the chosen S2 size 

distribution. When aggregation is included, the PSD is shifted towards the smaller bins 7, 8 and 9, 

indicating that the aggregation code calculates a general shift towards finer ash bins.

The eruption decreases to 1.09 x 105 kg s-1 (1.177 Tg per 3 hours) at a height of 5.6 km at 
09:00 UTC (red mark 1 in Figure 3.10) and is variable thereafter until 06:00UTC on the 16th of 

May (red mark 2). At this point the eruption rate increases back to 7.36 x 105 kg s-1. Here, between 

marks 2 and 3, the model solution without aggregation depicts bins 7 and 8 as the predominant 

sizes in the domain, whereas the solution including aggregation again shows a shift towards finer 
particles with bins 8 and 9 the dominant species. Between 00:00UTC and 15:00UTC on May 17 

(marks 3 and 4), a period of high variability in eruption rate from a maximum of 7.36 x x105 kg s- 

1 to a minimum of 0.977 x105 kg s-1 occurs. In the non-aggregation enabled solution, bin 7 increases 

past bin 9 during this time period, however this is not seen in the aggregation enabled solution, 

again depicting a shift of the PSD towards finer ash particles.

3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiONS

To date, no operational volcanic ash transport and dispersion (VATD) model includes a 

fully coupled, online treatment of volcanic ash aggregation, leaving a process which can reduce 

ash lifetimes substantially as an uncertainty. Here, a simplified version of the Smoluchowski 

coagulation equation (Costa et al., 2010; Dekkers and Friedlander, 2002; Folch et al., 2010, 2016; 

Smoluchowski, 1917) was incorporated into the WRF-Chem model. This simplified method was 

chosen for its computational efficiency, allowing the aggregation rate to be calculated at each 

model time step in line with the atmospheric dynamics.

The effects of the aggregation code were assessed by applying it to a high resolution model 

study of the 2010 eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull, including a single study of a 9 hour test eruption. 

The effect of each particle collision kernel on the overall aggregation rate (Equation 2) was studied 

by enabling them independently. The degree to which each kernel affected aggregation depended 

on the choice of the fractal dimension, '=. The differential sedimentation kernel provided the 

largest contribution by orders of magnitude when a fractal dimension of 3.0 was chosen; however, 
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the Brownian kernel dominated when a fractal dimension of 2.5 was chosen. This result suggests 

that vertical motion, when a fractal dimension near 3.0 is chosen, is the primary driving force 

behind particle interactions in the aggregation process, rather than random (Brownian) or 

horizontal (shear) motions. Additionally, analysis of the volcanic ash lifetime shows that varying 

the fractal dimension may greatly vary the lifetime, especially when considering fractal dimensions 

between 3.0 and 2.8.

The Eyjafjallajökull model study was assessed by comparison to aircraft in situ 

measurements taken by DLR as well as tephra fallout samples measured in the United Kingdom. 

By comparing WRF-Chem calculated volcanic ash mass concentrations using the aggregation code 

to those observed by DLR, an average 80% match in an order of magnitude was observed for the 

3 flights analyzed. Additionally, non-aggregation enabled code calculated 20-50% higher volcanic 

ash concentrations on numerous occasions, where the aggregation enabled code did not. The 

aggregation-enabled WRF-Chem code tended not to overestimate volcanic ash, or to overestimate 

less than the non-aggregation-enabled version, potentially yielding more realistic ash 

concentrations which may benefit aircraft hazard mitigation forecasting.

As the plume transported over the United Kingdom, WRF-Chem predicted ash fallout in 

ranges that matched field measurements. Tephra fallout generated by WRF-Chem fell within 

observed values at one sample location, and predicted on average 60% of the fallout at two others. 

This suggests that WRF-Chem may be used to model not only the atmospheric transport of ash 

clouds, but the deposition of ash as well.

Importantly, these observations all suggest that two factors drive volcanic ash aggregation 

when including aggregation in the WRF-Chem code. First, volcanic ash concentration is noted to 

be the primary driving factor behind aggregation rate. The majority of model domain mass 

decreased near the vent where concentrations of ash are high. In addition, PSD analysis indicates 

that bins with higher portions of the eruption PSD undergo faster rates of ash aggregation. Bins 

with a larger share of the eruption PSD will aggregate faster due to their increased probability of 

collision. Second, vertical motions of ash falling through the atmosphere also drive the aggregation 

process through differential sedimentation for realistic ranges of fractal dimension (between 2.95 

and 3.0).
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The inclusion of this aggregation scheme into WRF-Chem provides research and 

operational meteorological communities a second VATD model that includes volcanic ash 

aggregation and is the first to run aggregation in an inline fashion where aggregation equations are 

solved at each model time step. This inline computation of volcanic ash yields many benefits. For 

example, the code identifies the driving forces behind volcanic ash aggregation, i.e. ash 

concentration and differential sedimentation rates, and allows for the study of the effects of water 

vapor concentration on the aggregation rate. In addition, it allows the study of changes in particle 

size distributions due to enhanced ash settling as a result of aggregation processes, which are of 

particular importance to remote sensing communities where the effective particle size directly 

impacts the spectral methods used for detection. The modified code also benefits the operational 

volcanic ash modeling community by providing another VATD model for use in aircraft hazard 

mitigation. Additionally, the modified code is computationally expedient. It ingests global models 

and runs volcanic ash dispersion and aggregation code while simultaneously calculating mesoscale 

atmospheric dynamics, eliminating the need for additional, offline dispersion runs. Ultimately, this 

study provides another step towards the inclusion of volcanic ash aggregation, an important 

physical process, into VATD models.
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FIGuRES

Figure 3.1 - WRF-Chem model domain used for simulations in Lambert Conformal 
projection with true latitude and longitude and center at 0°E/W, 50°N. Location of 
Eyjafjallajökull (63.62°N, 19.61°W) marked with red dot.
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Figure 3.2 - Three hourly plume heights (KM) ASL (orange, km) and emitted mass (blue, 
Tg) used in the WRF-Chem modeling simulations (volc_d01.asc name list) for the eruption 
period April 12 until May 18, 2010. Values adapted from Hirtl et al., (2019) with dates as 
DD/MMM.
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Figure 3.3 - Change in total domain ash mass, Tg, for a hypothetical eruption on May 5th, beginning 00:00UTC and ending 
09:00UTC, for a range of fractal dimensions, !" = {3.0, 2.99, 2.98, 2.95, 2.9, 2.8, 2.7, 2.6, 2.5}. Constant eruption rate = 4 x 

10% kg s-1. Time is given in hours since the onset of the eruption, 00:00UTC on May 5th.



Figure 3.4 - Volcanic ash e-folding time in hours for a hypothetical eruption on May 5th, 
beginning 00:00Z and ending 09:00Z, for a range of fractal dimensions, !" = {3.0, 2.99, 
2.98, 2.95, 2.9, 2.8, 2.7, 2.6, 2.5}. Constant eruption rate = 4 x 10% kg s-1.
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Figure 3.5 - Percentage of aggregation rate for each collision kernel (AB = Brownian, AS = 
Shear, &)( = Differential Sedimentation) when considering a hypothetical eruption on May 
5th, beginning 00:00UTC and ending 09:00UTC, for two fractal dimensions, !" = {3.0, 2.5}. 

Constant eruption rate = 4 x 10% kg s-1. Time is provided as hours since onset of eruption, 
00:00UTC on May 5th.
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Figure 3.6 - Particle size distribution of volcanic ash bins 7 to 10 as percentages of total 
domain mass when considering a hypothetical eruption on May 5th, beginning 00:00Z and 
ending 09:00Z, and a fractal dimensions, !" = 3.0. Constant eruption rate = 4 x 10% kg s-1. 
Time is provided as hours since onset of eruption, 00:00UTC on May 5th.
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Figure 3.7 - WRF-Chem generated volcanic ash column densities for the Eyjafjallajökull 
eruption in April 2010 at four hour intervals, A = April 15 at 08 UTC, B = April 15 at 12
UTC, C = April 15 at 16 UTC, D = April 15 at 20 UTC, E = April 16 at 00 UTC, F = April 
16 at 04 UTC, G = April 16 at 08 UTC, H = April 16 at 12 UTC, and I = April 16 at 16 
UTC. Note each time output is at 00 hr.



Figure 3.8 - Comparisons of WRF-Chem model output to in situ mass concentrations (left 
panels) and particle numbers (right panels) observed by DLR during April 19 (A and B), 
May 15 (C and D) and May 17 (E and F), 2010 flights.
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Figure 3.9 - Mass of tephra fallout deposited on model surface, lowest model level in WRF- 
Chem, for April (A,) and May (B) 2010 model simulations. White circle in (A) marks the 
Outer Hebrides and white circle in (B) marks Lincolnshire and Leicestershire, UK, 
corresponding to sample areas in Stevenson et al., (2012). Maximum domain fallout is 52 
Mg m-2.
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Figure 3.10 - Total domain ash mass (A, C) and percent contribution to domain mass (B, D) for the modeled period between 14 
and 18 May, 2010 without (A, B - upper panels) and with (C, D - lower panels) aggregation code enabled. Red numbers on 
date/time axis denote major (> 10%) changes in the eruption rate.



TABLES

Table 3.1 - Derived coagulation kernel equations used in the calculation of ∆N. Units listed are 
those used natively in the calculation of the equations in the WRF-Chem driver files.

Kernel Equation (#) Variables and Units

Brownian
Motion

kb - Boltzmann Constant - m2 kg s-1 K-1

T - Temperature - K

μ - Dynamic Viscocity - kg m-1 s-1

1 - Diameter - m

Fluid Shear

Γs - Fluid Shear - s-1

1 - Diameter - m

ξ — Fractal dimension factor

Differential
Sedimentation

1 - Diameter - m

ξ — Fractal dimension factor

ρ — Density of Air kg m-3

ρρ — Density of primary particle kg m-3

Vd - Fall Velocity - m s-1
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Table 3.2 - Ash aggregation coefficients based on liquid water content, w/w, as described in Van 
Eaton et al., (2012).

Liquid Water Content (w/w) Corresponding S value

Table 3.3 - Distribution of volcanic ash in model domain among 10 size bins.

Bin Diameter Percent Mass

1 1-2 mm 22.0

2 0.5-1 mm 5.0

3 0.25-0.5 mm 4.0

4 125-250 μm 5.0

5 62.5-125 μm 24.5

6 31.25-62.5 μm 12.0

7 15.625-31.25 μm 11.0

8 7.8125-15.625 μm 8.0

9 3.9065-7.8125 μm 5.0

10 <3.9065 μm 3.5
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Chapter 4 - Near Real-Time Volcanic Ash Forecasting 
WITH THE WEATHER RESEARCH FORECASTING WITH CHEMISTRY 

(WRF-cHEM) MoDEL

ABsTRAcT

The Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model was modified to 

be used as a near real-time volcanic ash transport and dispersion (VATD) model. A suite of scripts 

was developed to review websites maintained by the world's Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers 

(VAAC) such that advisories and warnings trigger an automatic launch of the model based on the 

advisory or warning text. Furthermore, the model was modified such that it includes 10 user 

defined model members at 5 different heights and 2 particle sizes, thus covering a range of initial 

conditions with one model run. Automatic post processing scripts were developed to generate 

volcanic ash concentration plots with suggested no fly zones in red, total column volcanic ash 

density plots and an overall skill score of the model data that is established by comparing model 

output to available hyperspectral satellites in the appropriate area of coverage. This automated 

model suite was applied to the June 21, 2019 eruption of Raikoke in the Kurile Islands. The model 

generated output with a lag time of 1.5 hours, which accounts for lag between the eruption onset 

and production of the Tokyo VAAC warning. The skill score in this case was 64% with a standard 

deviation of 13%, established by comparing pixels from Himawari-8 brightness temperature 

differences to model domain ash column densities. The near real-time turnaround of this product 

suggests it may be used as an additional source of information alongside operational VATD 

models.

4.1 iNTRoDUcTioN

Volcanic ash and sulfur dioxide plumes pose numerous hazards to aviation communities. 

Ash in particular may cause seizing of jet engines, decrease visibility, damage the fuselage of 

aircraft, and potentially clog fuel lines (Blong, 1984; Miller and Casadevall, 2000). These ash

aviation hazards sometimes lead to extensive economic impacts. The 2010 eruption of 

Eyjafjallajökull Volcano in Iceland, for example, closed air space over Europe for two weeks 

resulting in over €3.3 billion in economic losses (Harris et al., 2012; Marzzocchi et al., 2010).
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National defense readiness may also be impacted when volcanoes erupt near large military 

installations. The 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines, for example, covered Clark 

Air Force Base in volcanic ash resulting in extensive damage to facilities (Casadevall et al., 1996). 

Alaska, a state with over 50 recently active volcanoes (Miller et al., 1998), is also home to over a 

dozen national defense sites (Hildreth, 2001), and is particularly vulnerable to large eruptions. The 

2009 Redoubt Volcano eruption dispersed ash far into the interior of the state and interrupted 

civilian and military air traffic (Bull and Buurman, 2013; Webley et al., 2013).

Expedient identification, proper communication between communities, and accurate 

forecasting of volcanic plume characteristics and transport are vital to aviation safety and hazard 

mitigation. Over the past two decades, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has 

established protocols for the identification of volcanic eruptions, the tracking and forecasting of 

their ash plumes, and methods to deliver plume transport forecasts and information to the 

appropriate agencies in order to mitigate associated hazards (International Civil Aviation 

Organization, 2004). These protocols require input from a number of scientific communities, 

reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of forecasting volcanic ash transport. To help coordinate 

responses to volcanic eruptions, the ICAO established nine Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers 

(VAACs). These nine centers, shown in Figure 4.1, are responsible for analyzing volcanic 

eruptions, tracking resulting ash clouds within their respective airspace and providing advisories 

and guidance to the public.

The VAACs rely on a number of inputs to generate their advisory products. For example, 

near real-time satellite remote sensing data provide important information regarding the current 

state of volcanic ash plumes and clouds (Miller and Casadevall, 2000; Webley and Mastin, 2009). 

Seismographic measurements help constrain volcanic eruption onset time (Brenguier et al., 2008; 
Chouet and Matoza, 2013; Herrmann, 2013; Sparks, 2003; Sparks et al., 2012) . Additionally, 

numerical weather prediction (NWP) and volcanic ash transport and dispersion (VATD) models 

are routinely used to forecast the transport of volcanic ash clouds (Peterson and Dean, 2008). 

VATD models such as Puff, Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model 

(HYSPLIT) and FLEXible PARTicle dispersion model (FLEXPART) are used as operational 

tools at various VAAC centers and observatories around the world (Searcy et al., 1998; Draxler 

and Rolph 2003; Stohl et al. 2011 respectively). For example, the Alaska Volcano Observatory 
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(AVO) uses Ash3D, the U.S. Air Force and Washington VAACs use HYSPLIT, and the 

Anchorage VAAC uses Puff. For a list of VATD examples, refer to Table 1.2.

Volcanic ash undergoes dispersion via numerous atmospheric and microphysical processes 

that complicate modeling efforts (Brown et al., 2012). For example, the condensation of entrained 

water may increase the convective buoyancy of a plume via the release of latent heat, increasing 

the height of the eruption by many kilometers above their otherwise dry air height maxima (Sparks 

et al., 1997; Woods, 1993). Increased plume heights may result in increased transport of volcanic 

ash due to higher wind speeds aloft. In addition, ice nucleation not only increases plume buoyancy 

through latent heat release but also may enhance the removal of volcanic ash through increased 

aggregation rates, such as in the case of the Mount St. Helens eruption (Brown et al., 2012; Durant 

et al., 2008; Rose and Durant, 2011). Atmospheric conditions such as the height of the tropopause, 

wind shear and turbulence also affect the transport and lifetime of volcanic ash (Carey and Sparks 
1986; Tupper et al. 2009).

Many VATD models are capable of capturing and representing these complex physical 

processes in their downwind forecasts of the ash cloud locations and concentrations. For example, 

the Active Tracer High Resolution Atmospheric Model, or ATHAM, is a non-hydrostatic model 

that fully conserves mass and thus supports the study of volcanic ash sources and sinks (Graf et 

al., 2002) but is computationally very expensive when compared to operational VATD models 

(Oberhuber et al., 1998). Fall3D is another model that is capable of capturing wet volcanic ash 

aggregation when used alongside NWP models, and thus allows for the forecasting and prediction 

of volcanic ash fallout (Carey and Sparks 1986; Folch, Costa, and Macedonio 2009). Additionally, 

there is the Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model, a non-hydrostatic, 

fully compressible, air chemistry model that is also capable of modeling volcanic ash and sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) (e.g. Stuefer et al. 2013; Grell et al. 2005; Peckham et al. 2018; Egan et al. 2015). 

The fully coupled nature of the WRF-Chem physics and chemistry routines to the dynamics solver 

allows their impacts on local meteorology to be captured at each model time step.

WRF-Chem has been used to model dispersion of the SO2, such as in a model study of the 

cloud generated by the 2007 eruption of Kasatochi Volcano, Alaska. In this case, coupled 

chemistry routines helped establish an atmospheric lifetime of SO2. As discussed in Chapter 3 of 

this manuscript, aggregation processes have been coupled to the model solver. Application of 
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aggregation to the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull showed that aggregation processes may reduce 

the lifetime of volcanic ash by up to 80%, greatly reducing the total duration of the hazard posed. 

Recently, Hirtl et al. (2019) demonstrated that including ash radiative feedback parameterizations 

while also modeling Eyjafjallajökull improved model solutions when compared to radiosonde 

data. In this case, differences up to 2 m s-1 wind speeds were realized, which affects the distance 

ash may travel before settling. Additionally, including radiative feedbacks allowed the model to 

capture inversion events. Lapse rate inversions may affect the buoyancy and vertical profile of 

volcanic ash plumes, further affecting downwind transport. This coupled nature makes WRF- 

Chem a good candidate for near real time modeling of volcanic ash and SO2 dispersion and 

chemistry.

All VATD models, including WRF-Chem, require a set of initial conditions in order to 

predict the dispersion of volcanic ash after an eruptive event. These eruption source parameters 

(ESP) are often derived from a mix of remote sensing observations, from warnings and alerts 

provided by VAACs or volcano observatories, or through the use of well-established, tabulated 

eruption types and particle size distributions (Mastin et al., 2009; Webley et al., 2009). These ESP 

terms provide information about the expected total mass and plume height of a volcanic eruption, 

and the distribution of mass to be assigned to ash particle size bins in VATD models. The 

uncertainty associated in these parameters can propagate into the model output, but in many cases 

may be the only source of eruption information when direct or remote measurements are 
unavailable (Webley and Mastin, 2009; Webley, 2017).

This study details modifications to WRF-Chem in order to augment it for use as a near real 

time VATD tool. This is accomplished in two ways. First, the model code is updated to include 

ten different initial conditions with varying heights and particle sizes such that ten different sets of 

model output are available from one model run. Second, an automated process is developed such 

that the model automatically queues based on receipt of alerts from user specified VAACs, volcano 

observatories or other sources. The following Section 4.2 (Model Modifications) discusses the 

modifications made to WRF-Chem that enable the use of these ten different initial conditions and 

describes the automation methodology used. Section 4.3 (Case Study - Raikoke Eruption) details 

the application of this newly automated, near real time WRF-Chem tool to the 2019 eruption of 

Raikoke in the Kurile Islands. Section 4.4 (Discussion) provides analysis of the Raikoke eruption 
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output from this case study. Finally, Section 4.5 (Conclusions) concludes with closing remarks on 

the model's application for near real-time ash cloud dispersion and its possible use in hazard 

mitigation and decision making.

4.2 MODEL MODIFICATIONS

In this modified version of WRF-Chem the original emissions and chemistry drivers have 

been removed and replaced with new code that generates 10 sets of model solutions in a single 

run. Each solution corresponds to one of 5 user defined plume heights, and one of two user defined 

particle sizes. These two factors, plume height and particle size, were chosen as they are sources 

of great uncertainty in model forecasts. Plume heights, for example, experience different 

dynamical effects as synoptic features change with altitude. Additionally, particle size affects the 

residence time of ash as larger particles have smaller residence times than fine ash particles.

Each of the five plume heights are initialized following the approaches in Hirtl et al. (2019) 

using a linear eruption column with eruption rates and durations specified at explicit heights. A 

single height is read into the model from an eruption source parameter name list. This same name 

list includes four height offsets, two above and two below, the height specified. In this study, these 

height offsets are set at the default values of 0.3, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0 times the input height, 

although these may be modified by the user as needed.

The WRF-Chem volcanic ash package (known as chemistry option 402) includes ten 

different volcanic ash size bins (Table 4.1) that correspond to the Φ size distribution as developed 

by Krumbein (1934). To capture the effects of both proximal and distal volcanic ash settling, WRF- 

Chem was modified to initialize each of the five plume heights into two particle size bins which 

may be specified by the user prior to compilation of the code. In this study, particle sizes 

corresponding to WRF-Chem bins 8 and 10 were chosen. These particles settle at different 

velocities, due to their size, and therefore have different atmospheric lifetimes. For example, bin 

10, the finest ash bin in WRF-Chem, corresponds to Φ > 8, or particles less than 3.9065 μm. From 

previous modeling studies in Chapter 3 of this manuscript, particles of this size have an e-folding 

time on the order of 120 hours, on average. Therefore, it takes 5 days for the model domain mass 

in bin 10 to decrease to 37% of the original mass. Bin 8, on the other hand, corresponds to Φ = 6

7, or particles of between 7.8125 and 15.625 μm in diameter. These larger particles settle faster 
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with an atmospheric lifetime of less than 2 days (46 hours), resulting in both proximal and distal 

deposition. The selection of these two bins therefore covers both proximal, short lived ash clouds 

as well as distal, long lived clouds.

A naming convention was developed to ease the discussion of the 10 model members 

(Table 4.2). The first letter of the member name represents the size of the particle with s 

corresponding to the smaller and l corresponding to the larger. The last letter(s) in CAPS represent 

the height offset with LL the lowest, LM the lower middle, M the center level, UM the upper 

middle and UU the highest.

The modified WRF-Chem near real time code was also setup to initialize automatically 

based on certain triggering events (see workflow in Figure 4.2). Scripts were built to routinely 

analyze VAAC websites and Rich Site Summaries (RSS) feeds (Guffanti and Miller, 2013) as well 

as ingest text alerts from various partner agencies. A sample of these scripts are available for 

download using “git” commands and the repository located at github.com/sdegan- 

USN/real_time_wrf. The scripts parse through text from these sources and search for terms that 

suggest an eruption is either imminent or has already occurred. For example, a VAAC alert with 

the word ORANGE, indicating a heighted volcanic unrest, triggers the start of a model simulation 

for the volcano listed in the alert. Additional scripts may be created and custom tailored by users 

and incorporated into the beginning of the model initialization cascade that follows.

A triggering event results in the creation of a new WRF-Chem volcanic run directory along 

with the input files required by the model. These files are generated using the WRF Preprocessing 

System (or WPS) version 3.9. The WPS generates a model domain using GFS meteorological 

fields and geographical static data available at the University Center for Academic Research 

Advanced Research WRF website (Peckham et al., 2018). The startup scripts automatically launch 

WPS and generate a model domain of 400 by 400 grid cells with 32 pressure levels at a 7.5 km 

spatial resolution, centered on the volcano in question. These model domain specifications are 
listed in Table 4.3.

The eruption source parameters are written to the “volc_d01.asc” name list based on the 

source of the data. If a data source, such as a VAAC alert, provides an estimated plume height, 

this will be used to calculate the five plume heights for the WRF-Chem simulations. If no height 
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estimate is provided or is unavailable, tabulated values from eruption source parameters developed 

by Mastin et al. (2009) and compiled by Freitas et al. (2011) are used. The other four heights are 

calculated from the offsets specified by the user (defaults scaled by 0.3, 0.7, 1.5 and 3 times). 

Logic has been added to ensure ash is injected in the model level directly above the vent should 

the offset specify a subterranean emission height. The scripts then use the same tabulated eruption 

information to develop the remaining emissions inputs such as the eruption duration and mass 

emission rate.

After the automatic initialization, the model is run for 72 hours with a 24 hour spin up time 

preceding the model eruption time. WRF-Chem model output is stored in NetCDF format at 12

hour increments and post-processing of the model simulations begins with each completion of the 

12-hourly output files. A post-processing suite of scripts, also available at the “real_time_wrf” 

repository, was created to aid in the visualization of the model solutions at user defined flight 

levels. In this study, four flight levels (FL) of interest to the US Navy were chosen. FL100 (10,000 

feet a.s.l.) is a low altitude level that would be of interest for smaller commercial and recreational 

planes as well as flight routes as they approach and leave from an airport. FL330 (33,000 ft. a.s.l.) 

and FL350 (35,000 ft. a.s.l.) are commonly used for commercial jet planes and large military 

aircraft. FL420 (42,000 ft. a.s.l.) is used by private jets and military fighter jets and reconnaissance 

craft.

ICAO standards restrict flights to “enhanced flight operations” when volcanic ash 

concentrations exceed 2,000 +g m-3 and restrict any flight operations at concentrations of 2 g m-3 
(Alexander, 2013; Casadevall, 1992; Miller and Casadevall, 2000). The automated WRF-Chem 

post processing products use these ICAO standards to generate outputs with areas of “enhanced 

flight operations” in yellow and areas with “restricted flight operations” in red. The use of this 

two-color scheme system, used by the US Navy, facilitates decision making to provide a sharp 

contour between safe (clear), hazardous (yellow), and restricted (red) flying conditions. 

Additionally, this color system is a simple and effective approach to visualize the hazards zones 

for volcanic eruptions and communicate the importance of their impact (De la Cruz-Reyna and 
Tilling, 2008).
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4.3 CASE STUDY RAIKOKE ERUPTION

Raikoke [48.29N, 153.25E], a small stratovolcano with a summit of only 551 m, sits in the 

middle of the Kurile Islands, south of Russia's Kamchatka peninsula. After 95 years of dormancy, 

the island volcano erupted powerfully with a series of 9 explosions beginning June 21 at 18:50UTC 

and produced plumes 10-13 km in height (Sennert, 2019). Toyko VAAC produced an initial 
warning (FVFE01 RJTD 211928 DTG 20190621/1928Z) 38 minutes later at 19:28UTC based on 

retrievals from Himawari-8 that indicated a plume affecting flight levels up to FL340 moving 

East-Northeast at 40 knots. The initial warning graphic for the referenced MANOP above is 

provided in Figure 4.3 and the initial forecast image is depicted in Figure 4.4.

Prata (1989a, b) developed methodologies for the detection of volcanic ash by establishing 

brightness temperature differences (BTD) between different infrared (IR) channels. These methods 

have been applied globally for the detection of volcanic ash on a variety of satellite platforms. 

Analysis of BTD between channels 14 and 15 (IR) from Himawari-8 retrievals produced animated 

imagery that captured the ash plume's movement as it traveled over the Bering Sea. Two BTD 

images from Himawari-8 are presented in Figure 4.5(A) and (B). Figures 4.5(A) and (B) depict an 

ash plume traveling east over a 48 hour period, eventually becoming entrained in upper level 

cyclonic turning evident in subpanel (B).

Preprocessing scripts crawl the Tokyo VAAC website for warnings every 5 minutes and 

thus came across the 19:28UTC warning at 19:30UTC on 21 June. The initial warning text did not 

include a discreet eruption height or rate and thus initialized the model using tabulated eruption 

source parameters. Raikoke has been assigned a Standard Mafic (M0) eruption type, corresponding 

to an eruption rate of 1 x 105 kg s-1 for a duration of 60 hours, and plume height of 7 km ASL 

(Mastin et al. 2009). The eruption onset was set to June 21 at 1900UTC based on the warning text.

The model initialized 8 model members, shown in Table 4.5. The lUU and sUU members 

were not initialized as their 21 km (7 km x 3) plume height would initialize the plume top past the 

top layer of the model. Importantly, two of the model members, sUM and lUM, were initialized at 

10.5 km (7 km x 1.5) which is within the detected plume height of 10-13 km. The automated scripts 

submitted batch jobs to Air Force and Navy Department of Defense Supercomputing Resource 

Centers. The model was initialized at 00:00UTC on June 20, providing over 24 hours of model 
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spin up time for the meteorological fields to stabilize. These jobs requested 10 nodes of 36 cores 

each, and completed the run in 32 and 34 minutes, respectively and provided 48 hour forecasts 

from June 22 to June 24.

4.4 DISCUSSION

Post processing scripts automatically produce two products at the completion of the model 

run. The first are total ash column density plots in units of g m-2. This integration requires, on 

average, 20-25 minutes to complete using the NCAR Command Language (NCL). Additionally, 

volcanic ash concentration plots at user defined flight levels are also generated in units of g m-3. 

These unintegrated products require much less time and are available in minutes. This output is 

generated for each of the model members which in this case represented 8 separate sets of data.

Total column ash densities for the Raikoke eruption based on the sUM model run are 

presented in Figure 4.6. The sUM run was chosen since the 10.5 km plume height is close to the 

initial forecast height provided by the VAAC warning, and because the fine ash fraction will depict 

the afar ash transport whereas the lUM member will show proximal plume transport. In this case, 

the two only diverged in terms of concentration since the overall dynamics were stable throughout 

the atmospheric column.

As predicted by the Tokyo VAAC warning (Figure 4.4) the model predicted a tight packing 

of the plume as it traveled eastward over the North Pacific Ocean. The velocity of the plume was 

calculated by tracking the leading eastward model grid cell with mass and by assessing the wind 

speed vectors in the model output. These also agreed with the initial 40 knot assessment provided 

by the initial Tokyo VAAC warning and can be evidenced from the column density plots. For 

example, at 00:50Z on June 22, Toyko VAAC predicted the leading edge of the plume to be at 
160°E, matching the output from WRF-Chem at 01:00UTC on the same date in Figure 4.6 (A). 

As time progresses, the plume continues to travel eastward until it becomes entrained in an upper 

level, cyclonic turning evident in Figure 4.5 (B).

An automated skill score algorithm compared the model output to retrievals from 

Himawari-8. This process involves first counting pixels in Himawari-8 data (Figure 4.5) that have 

BTD < 0K. The latitude and longitude of these pixels are then referenced to their corresponding 

WRF-Chem grid cells. If the corresponding WRF-Chem grid cell contains volcanic ash in excess 
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of the minimal ICAO advisory criteria, 2,000 +g m-3 those cells are also counted. The two numbers 

are then divided and a percent match is generated. The time series of percent matches is presented 

in Figure 4.7. Overall, a 64% match was calculated over the 2 day forecast (00:00UTC June 22 to 
00:00UTC June 25) with a standard deviation of 13%.

Volcanic ash concentrations at user specified flight levels were also generated. Flights over 

the North Pacific Ocean are usually around FL350 due to drag and fuel considerations. Figure 4.8 

illustrates FL350 volcanic ash concentrations in units of g m-3 using the red and yellow color 

scheme discussed previously. Inspection of Figure 4.8 shows similar dynamics of the plume as 

compared to the column density plots. The tight packing of the plume due to the fairly laminar 

motion of the wind fields resulted in an ash cloud at FL350 in excess of 2 g m-3, resulting in the 

suggestion of no fly zones in red.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

Decreasing computational costs are leading to an increase in the use of more 

computationally complex and robust meteorological products. Here, the WRF-Chem modeling 

environment (Grell et al., 2005) was automated to forecast volcanic emissions based on posted 

advisories from VAACs. The model was further and modified to include 10 different model 

initializations upon receipt of a volcanic eruption by one of the world's VAACs.

This automated, near real time WRF-Chem tool generated total column density and ash 

concentration plots with highlighted hazard areas and a final skill score for the June 21, 2019 

eruption of Raikoke. The total duration from onset of the eruption to generation of the skill score 

was 1 hour and 35 minutes and includes a 38 minute delay between the eruption and the initial 

Toyko VAAC warning. This time is reduced to 1 hour and 10 minutes when only considering 

initial output of volcanic ash concentrations at user defined flight levels and decreases further to 

32 minutes when not considering the delay between the eruption and VAAC warning. While the 

total time to generate the initial warnings, 1 hour and 10 minutes, is too long to be used 

operationally, it does provide robust output regarding ash concentrations, which is unique to an 

Eulerian, near real time VATD model. This near real time capability could augment faster particle 

dispersion models in volcanic ash hazard mitigation. Additionally, an automated methodology for 

establishing a skill score was developed by comparing brightness temperature differences to WRF- 
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Chem integrated colun densities. This skill score may aid end users in determining the usefulness 

of the output or be used as a flag for use in further automation algorithms.

The ash density products established no fly areas based on predicted ash concentrations 

above 2 g m-3 at FL350. This output could be useful to validate other flight restriction products. 

Importantly, time varying changes in the eruption source parameters may affect downwind 

concentrations, complicating the establishment of these no fly zones. As mentioned earlier, these 

scripts will not only begin modeling active eruptions, but will preemptively spin up based on alerts 

from VAACs of possible eruptions. Clear communication with any customers would be necessary 

to avoid confusion regarding preemptive modeling.

In addition, eight sets of model data were generated using only one model run. Despite an 

initialization based solely on location and eruption time, two of these members, lUM and sUM, 

corresponded to plume heights that were predicted by Tokyo VAAC of 10-13 km. This is a 

significant benefit of using this methodology where a spread of initial plume heights is used.

The output from this case highlights how the WRF-Chem model can now be used to 

investigate volcanic ash cloud transport in near real time, automatically. This capability to initialize 

a suite of simulations with multiple inputs demonstrates the usefulness of this automated WRF- 

Chem modeling environment that can be used in real-time during a volcanic crisis to support those 

decision-making organizations as well as those in the aviation community who may be impacted 

by the volcanic events and the dispersing cloud.
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Figures

Figure 4.1 - Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs) of the world and their respective areas of responsibility as defined by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Image developed by ICAO and provided by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration Office of Satellite and Product Operations.
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Figure 4.2 - Automated workflow illustrating the processing steps to generation of an automated WRF-Chem volcanic ash 
forecast. The process begins when text parsing scripts detect alert information from real-time RSS, HTML or e-mail sources. 
Red boxes indicate data ingest from outside sources, yellow indicate model initialization steps and green indicate model 
computation and product generation steps.



Figure 4.3 - Initial Volcanic Ash Advisory Graphic issued by Tokyo VAAC (RJTD) for the 
eruption of Raikoke on 22 June, 2019 at 1800 UTC. Reference MANOP FVFE01 RJTD 
211928 for the full warning text, available at the Tokyo VAAC archive.
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Figure 4.4 - Initial Volcanic Ash Advisory Forecast issued by Tokyo VAAC (RJTD) for the 
eruption of Raikoke on 22 June, 2019 at 1800 UTC. Reference MANOP FVFE01 RJTD 
211928 for the full warning text, available at the Tokyo VAAC archive.
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Figure 4.5 - Brightness Temperature Differences between Channels 14 and 15 from the 
geostationary Himawari-8 satellite IR sensor at 00:00UTC on June 22, 2019 (A) and 
00:00UTC on June 23, 2019 (B).
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Figure 4.6 - Integrated ash column density in g m2 for the 2019 Raikoke eruption at 
00:00UTC on June 22 (A) and 00:00UTC on June 23 (B) from the sUM model member 
(10.5km initial eruption parameterization). Location of Raikoke marked with red circle.
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Figure 4.7 - Percentage of pixels from Himawari-8 with BTD < 0.5K that correlate to WRF- 
Chem model grid cells containing ash. Average match rate of 64 % and standard deviation 
of 13%.
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Figure 4.8 - Volcanic Ash Hazard product output for FL350 (approx. 10.7 km a.s.l.) based 
on sUM model members with areas enhanced flight operations in yellow and restricted, no 
fly zones in red. Domain is centered over Raikoke Volcano in the Kurile Islands.
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TABLES

Table 4.1 - Particle size bins included in WRF-Chem and their respective particle diameters. 
Values are based on the Φ distribution of Krumbein (1934).

WRF bin # Φ term Particle size (dia.)

1 <0 1-2 mm

2 0-1 0.5-1 mm

3 1-2 0.25-0.5 mm

4 2-3 125-250 μm

5 3-4 62.5-125 μm

6 4-5 31.25-62.5 μm

7 5-6 15.625-31.25 μm

8 6-7 7.8125-15.625 μm

9 7-8 3.9065-7.8125 μm

10 >8 <3.9065 μm

Table 4.2 - Naming convention for WRF-Chem volcanic modeling members.

Model height Particle sizes 7.8125-15.625 μm (l) Particle sizes < 3.9065 μm (s)

Upper lUU sUU

Upper Mid lUM sUM

Middle lM sM

Lower Mid lLM sLM

Lowest lLL sLL
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Table 4.3 - Default model domain settings for automated WRF-Chem forecasts. Model domains 
are always centered on the latitude and longitude of the volcano. The number of computational 

cores selected is based on compute node availability.

Number of Grid Cells 400 East-West x 400 North-South

Grid Cell Resolution 7.5 km East-West x 7.5 km North-South

Map Projection Lambert Conformal Conic

Number of " levels 32, exponentially spaced

Processors Reserved 512 or 256 cores

Table 4.4 - Naming convention and plume heights for WRF-Chem volcanic modeling members 
for Raikoke 2019 real-time simulations.

Model plume

height (a.s.l.)

Particle sizes

7.8125-15.625 μm (l)

Particle sizes

< 3.9065 μm (s)
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Chapter 5 - Dissertation Conclusions

Volcanic ash modeling has been established as a priority for aircraft hazard mitigation. 

Various communities, from private pilots to commercial entities to military organizations, require 

observations on the transport and location of volcanic ash in order to operate safely. This 

dissertation research adapted the Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) 

model into an automated, near real-time Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) model. 

Each chapter approached this goal through a differently methodology. Chapter 1 provided a brief 

background on volcanic ash and sulfur dioxide (SO2) modeling. Chapter 2 discussed previous 

WRF-Chem modeling of volcanic ash and SO2 and presented research on the use of the model to 

the 2009 eruption of Kasatochi volcano in Alaska. Here, WRF-Chem was observed to produce 

SO2 column densities that agreed well with observations from remote sensing. Chapter 3 presented 

the research on the application of WRF-Chem to volcanic ash modeling. In addition, Chapter 3's 

research incorporated a new volcanic ash aggregation mechanism into the WRF-Chem code, 

adding an additional sink to atmospheric volcanic ash through this process. WRF-Chem 

simulations with and without this new aggregation code were studied and evaluated through intra

model analysis and comparisons to in situ measurements, remote sensing and field observations 

from the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland. WRF-Chem produced volcanic ash 

fields that somewhat agreed spatially and temporally with other methods. In addition, the newly 

added aggregation code produced mass concentrations closer to observed values than the 

unmodified code did. In Chapter 4, research focused on modifying the WRF-Chem code to 

transform it into a VATD model capable of generating near real-time volcanic ash hazard maps. 

The new automated, near real-time capability was applied to the 2019 eruption of Raikoke in 

Kurile Islands. An automated skill score algorithm was developed that showed a 64% match 

between remote sensing and model derived ash densities spatially and temporally. The following 

paragraphs summarize the key findings taken from the entirety of these chapters, and discusses 

future directions of this work.
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5.1 ABILITY OF WRF-CHEM TO MODEL VOLCANIC ASH AND SULFUR DIOXIDE

Each of the dissertation chapters assessed WRF-Chem's ability to model volcanic ash and 

sulfur dioxide accurately. In the case of SO2, WRF-Chem modeled the SO2 cloud generated from 

the eruption of Kasatochi volcano in 2009. As discussed, SO2 is often used as a proxy for volcanic 

ash when brightness temperature differences in the infrared spectrum are difficult to generate due 

to a lack of thermal contrast (Carn et al., 2008, 2009; Thomas and Prata, 2011). In these cases, 

hyperspectral instruments built for ozone observations may be used as SO2 is often collocated with 

ash. In these cases, knowing the concentration of SO2 may be important for threshold detection as 

the concentration of SO2 decreases with time due to dilution and conversion to sulfate. WRF-Chem 

in the Kasatochi case modeled SO2 plume transport as well as the conversion of SO2 to sulfate. 

This approach is able to provide operational forecasters with observations on the location and 

concentration of volcanic SO2 clouds, which in turn may help them constrain areas of remote 

sensing to model derived locations, streamlining the dissemination of aircraft hazard mitigation 

recommendations (Carn et al., 2009). Moreover, concentration measurements, which are 

accurately modeled by capturing SO2 conversion, provides useful data regarding detection limits. 

Importantly, Chapter 2 also concludes that the WRF-Chem model is particularly sensitive to the 

initial plume height used. When plume height was varied, different outcomes were noticed. As the 

plume height deviated from the actual plume height, agreement with Ozone Monitoring Instrument 

column retrievals also diverged.

WRF-Chem modeled volcanic ash plumes and clouds from Eyjafjallajökull and Raikoke 

volcanos in this dissertation. In the case of Eyjafjallajökull (Chapter 3), WRF-Chem generated 

volcanic ash cloud locations that agreed with previous studies of the ash cloud transport (Arason 

et al., 2011; Bolic and Sivcev, 2011; Francis et al., 2012; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Prata and 

Prata, 2012; Thomas and Prata, 2011; Webley et al., 2012). This result was to be expected as WRF- 

Chem had been applied to this case previously and generated similar results (Hirtl et al., 2019; 

Stuefer et al., 2013; Webley et al., 2012). WRF-Chem had not been applied to the Raikoke case 

previously, but also produced ash cloud locations that agreed with remote sensing observations.

The interesting result of the Eyjafjallajökull case study was WRF-Chem's ability to 

produce atmospheric ash concentrations that were similar to in situ ash cloud concentrations 

measured in Schumann et al., (2011). The ash concentrations agreed over 85% of the time within 
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an order of magnitude in concentration, showing not only good temporal and spatial agreement, 

but good agreement in concentration as well. This suggests that WRF-Chem, as run in Chapter 4 

with aggregation enabled, can produce ash concentration area maps that may be used not only to 

establish guidelines for aircraft safety, but for research purposes as well, such as the validation of 

remote sensing methods. WRF-Chem also produced tephra fallout that was on the same order of 

magnitude as field measurements that were taken in the United Kingdom (Stevenson et al., 2012). 

Ash fall can be a hazard to facilities and people on the ground (Casadevall, 1992; Miller and 

Casadevall, 2000). This ash fall prediction capability can benefit customers with sensitive ground

based facilities, such as airlines and the military.

5.2 FACTORS OF AGGREGATION IN VOLCANIC ASH MODELING

Volcanic ash aggregation is known to occur in many, if not all, volcanic plumes, mostly 

due to a wet type aggregation where liquid water enhances the sticking efficiency of ash particles 
(Brown et al., 2012; Gilbert and Lane, 1994; James et al., 2002, 2003; Van Eaton et al., 2012, 

2015). The aggregation process enhances the sizes of volcanic ash particles and in return increases 

their fall velocities, decreasing overall atmospheric lifetime (Brown et al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 

2011). Traditionally, Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) models do not account for 

ash aggregation processes, with the exception of the Fall3D model (Folch et al., 2009, 2010). This 

means that for most VATD models, the sole sink of volcanic ash in the atmosphere is through 

settling routines, which may overestimate the lifetime of ash.

In Chapter 3, the WRF-Chem code was modified to include volcanic ash aggregation as an 

additional mass sink by adding a simplified version of the Smoluchowski Coagulation Equation 

(Costa et al., 2010; Folch et al., 2010; Smoluchowski, 1917). A few important conclusions arose 

from this study.

The Smoluchowski equation is not a purely atmospheric coagulation equation. It describes 

the physics of colliding particles and their rate of aggregation in any medium. To study how it 

behaved in a numerical weather prediction environment, each collision mechanism (referred to as 

collision kernels in Chapter 3) was studied independently. Parameterizations included collisions 

due to Brownian (random) motion, shear and sedimentation. Using this methodology, Chapter 3 

concludes that only differential sedimentation needs to be accounted for in aggregation 
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mechanisms applied to volcanic ash in numerical weather prediction models. Particle interactions 

due to differential sedimentation are many orders of magnitude higher than those due to Brownian 

or shear interactions. It may be sufficient to only enable the calculation of a differential 

sedimentation collision kernel, instead of all three. This approach could decrease computational 

time and still provide useful model output.

Chapter 3 also concluded that there is a link between ash particle size and mass on the 

aggregation rate when calculated with the simplified Smoluchowski equation. In an initial 

assessment of the model, the eruption particle size distribution was kept constant, populating each 

particle size bin with the same amount of mass. Here, little difference in the resulting particle size 

distribution (PSD) was noticed after the eruption ended. When the model was applied to the case 

of Eyjafjallajökull volcano, a bimodal S2 PSD was used, varying the mass that was input into each 

particle size bin by a different percentage. As the model progressed, the resulting PSD changed to 

a greater extent that it did in the initial test case (Compare Figures 3.5 and 3.12). Comparing these 

two test results suggests that the simplified form of the Smoluchowski Equation is more sensitive 

to mass concentration than particle size when considering changes in the resulting PSD.

The code modifications in Chapter 3 were coupled to water vapor concentrations. Water 

vapor was added to the test model and the sensitivity of the new code to this coupling was measured 

(see Figure 3.2). While there was enhanced aggregation (measured through a loss of domain mass) 

due to enabling coupled water vapor emissions, it was a small factor (less than 1% change in mass). 

The effect of water vapor on the aggregation rate decreased with time as well due to the dilution 

of emissions in the surrounding environment.

The aggregation case study also confirms that the majority of aggregation (in the case of 

these model case studies over 50% of aggregation) occurs near the volcano in the eruptive plume 

where masses are highest. This result agrees with many observational studies that indicate a 

majority of volcanic ash aggregation and fallout occur in the proximal plume and cloud (Brown et 

al., 2012; Rose and Durant, 2011; Van Eaton et al., 2015). This initial decrease in mass is an 

important process to capture since underestimating it produces ash concentrations that are much 

larger than what are actually feasible. This overestimation of ash concentration is then a hinderance 

to ash forecasting and aircraft hazard mitigation.
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5.3 FEASIBILITY OF WRF-CHEM AS A VATD MODEL

Chapter 4 transformed the WRF-Chem model into an automated, near real-time VATD 

model. Ten model members were added to the code covering two different particle sizes, and 

therefore two different settling velocities, and 5 different eruptive plume heights. The code was 

compiled on a Department of Defense computer cluster and nested in a set of Python and bash 

scripts that automated simulations of volcanic ash plumes from either possible or detected volcanic 

eruptions. These scripts digest e-mail, text and HTML data from a variety of sources to detect 

these possible or actual eruptions.

On June 21, 2019, the model initialized a plume originating at Raikoke volcano in the 

Kurile Islands. Despite initializing the plume with only tabulated plume data, the automated code 

included one model run member that had a plume height in range of observed values. This member 

produced volcanic ash advisory pictures with areas of “enhanced flight measures” marked in 

yellow and no fly zones marked in red, as is customary with military color code usage.

The important conclusion from this study is that despite a lack of initial “reliable” data, 

this multi-height method produced one member that generated ash locations tracking alongside 

remote sensing data. This model member produced an actionable product that could be chosen 

from others once a plume height had been established through remote sensing. This result indicates 

that WRF-Chem can be used in an operational setting as an augmentation tool for hazard mitigation 

and may do so with reduced uncertainty and computational requirements by running 10 members 

simultaneously.

5.4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF WRF-CHEM IN ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS MODELING

The modified, automated, near real-time WRF-Chem code developed in Chapter 4 is 

already being assessed by the United States Navy for use in aircraft hazard mitigation. The goal of 

this dissertation is to aid in this process by applying it to multiple eruptive cases.

This work also already in the process of moving past volcanic ash hazard mitigation and 

on towards nuclear fallout and chemical weapons dispersion modeling and mitigation. The greatest 

benefit of WRF-Chem is the ability to capture changes in atmospheric chemical species as their 

concentrations change in time. Furthermore, the model is highly customizable due to its modular 
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format and consistent use of C and Fortran with higher level Message Passing Interface directives 

above each chemistry and physics package.

Radionuclide modeling is currently conducted with Lagrangian models, some of which 

track changes in nuclides, i.e. conversion through alpha and beta decay and spontaneous fission, 

as they transport. The most common example is the UK Met Office Next Generation Atmospheric 
Dispersion Model Generation III (NAME III) (Jones et al., 2007). WRF-Chem is being adapted 

for use in this area as well. In addition to modeling the concentration and conversion of 

radionuclides from nuclear accidents or terrorist use of nuclear material, WRF-Chem will be 

modified to capture radionuclide activities and account for their total neutron, gamma, beta and 

alpha fluxes in any given area. This capability is of particular interest to the United States Navy 

who operates nuclear reactors ashore and afloat, and who participated in the hazard mitigation of 

the Fukushima nuclear accident in 2011 (Stone, 2011).

Syria's use of chemical weapons against military and civilian populations in 2013 renewed 

interest and study in the area of chemical weapons hazard mitigation (Pita and Domingo, 2014). 

While WRF-Chem can already calculate changes in chemical concentration due to dilution, it is 

also feasible to add chemistry routines to WRF-Chem that could capture the conversion of 

chemical weapons via oxidation, photolysis and wet deposition. This effort will require additional 

analysis of the planetary boundary layer physics used by WRF-Chem as these emissions are often 

low to the ground. Reaction libraries in the same form as those of the Regional Acid Deposition 

Model II used in Chapter 2 (Stockwell et al., 1990) may need to be developed for chemicals of 

interest, as in some cases they may not currently be available.

5.5 FiNAL CoNCLUsioNs

This dissertation assessed and modified the WRF-Chem model's use for volcanic ash and 

SO2 dispersion modeling. The work as a whole concludes that WRF-Chem, especially when 

enabled with a modeled plume height and particle size methodology, can predict the location of 

volcanic ash and SO2 clouds temporally and spatially, even when there is uncertainty in the initial 

conditions. In addition, this work concludes that VATD models should include some form of 

volcanic ash aggregation mechanism. This mechanism should at least account for the interaction 

of ash particles due to differential settling velocities. WRF-Chem will continue to be used for 
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research, and with the help of this work, will find continued acceptance as a VATD model for use 

in aircraft hazard mitigation, and eventually radionuclide and chemical weapons mitigation.
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Appendix - Developed Code

This appendix describes the changes that were made to the WRF-Chem Version 3.9.1 base 

code in order to accomplish the modeling in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation. In addition, it 

provides sample scripts and name lists that can be used to automate WRF-Chem, as was described 

in Chapter 4.

New code was added to the existing WRF-Chem Fortran 90 base code in the case of 

module_volc_emiss_driver.F and module_vash_settling.F. To help clarify which lines of code are 

modifications, the font has been adjusted such that modifications to the code are in bold and 

original code and code provided by other authors is not. Lines beginning with the bang (!) sign, as 

is customary with Fortran 90 code, and (#) pound sign, as is customary for Linux Bourne again 

shell scripts, are comments. Where appropriate, these comments attempt to describe the purpose 

of the code following the comment, as well as to cite the relevant literature the code was derived 

from. For compilation instructions and model downloads, refer to the WRF-Chem Users Guide for 

Version 3.9.1 and model download page, which may be accessed at the following website address: 

https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/downloads.html (current as of November 2019).
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Filename: module_vash_settling.F
File location: ./WRFV3/chem

Description: This file is available for download via the WRF-Chem download site provided 

above. The modifications below add volcanic ash aggregation capability to WRF-Chem (see 

Chapter 3 of this manuscript) and allow the user to specify the particle size explicitly for use in 

the near real time WRF-Chem capability (See Chapter 4 of this manuscript).

MODULE MODULE_VASH_SETTLING

CONTAINS

! Added u and v variables from dry deposition driver - SDE 3/2/16

! This initial subrouting is minimally edited. Variables are declared here

! that are passed on to the vsettling routing where the bulk of the 

!modifications and aggregation driver routines exist.

SUBROUTINE vash_settling_driver(dt,config_flags,t_phy,moist, & 

chem,rho_phy,dz8w,p8w,p_phy, & 

ash_fall,dx,g,u,v, &

ids,ide, jds,jde, kds,kde, &

ims,ime, jms,jme, kms,kme, &

its,ite, jts,jte, kts,kte )

USE module_configure

USE module_state_description

USE module_model_constants, ONLY: mwdry

IMPLICIT NONE

TYPE(grid_config_rec_type), INTENT(IN ) :: config_flags

INTEGER, INTENT(IN ) :: &

ids,ide, jds,jde, kds,kde, &

ims,ime, jms,jme, kms,kme, &
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its,ite, jts,jte, kts,kte

REAL, DIMENSION( ims:ime, kms:kme, jms:jme, num_moist ), &

INTENT(IN ) :: moist

REAL, DIMENSION( ims:ime, kms:kme, jms:jme, num_chem ), &

INTENT(INOUT ) :: chem

! Added initialization for u and v vectors - SDE 3/2/16

REAL, DIMENSION( ims:ime , kms:kme , jms:jme ), &

INTENT(IN ) :: t_phy,p_phy,dz8w,p8w,rho_phy,u,v

REAL, DIMENSION( ims:ime , jms:jme ), INTENT(INOUT ) :: ash_fall

REAL, INTENT(IN ) :: dt,dx,g

integer :: nmx,i,j,k,kk,lmx,iseas,idust

! Initializing u_vect array for derreferencing - SDE 2/16/2016

real*8, DIMENSION (1,1,kte-kts+1) :: tmp,airden,airmas,p_mid,delz,rh,u_vect

REAL*8, DIMENSION (1,1,kte-kts+1) :: q_vapor

real*8, DIMENSION (1,1,kte-kts+1,4) :: sea_salt

REAL*8, DIMENSION (ims:ime, kms:kme, jms:jme, num_moist) :: t_moist

!srf

real*8, DIMENSION (1,1,kte-kts+1,10) :: ash

! Added vector for ash density in case we want to give each bin a

! different ash density. Parameterized for 2500 g/m3 currently. SDE 12/2015

real*8, DIMENSION (10), PARAMETER :: den_ash(10)=(/2500.,2500.,2500.,2500.,2500.,
& 2500.,2500.,2500.,2500.,2500. /)
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real*8, DIMENSION (10), PARAMETER :: reff_ash(10)=(/0.5000D-3,

&! 1.00 mm diameter

0.3750D-3,&! 0.75 mm

0.1875D-3,&!

93.750D-6,&!

46.875D-6,&!

23.437D-6,&!

11.719D-6,&!

05.859D-6,&!

02.930D-6,&!

00.975D-6 /)! 3.9 um

! Declaring phi values from -1 (2mm) to 8 (3.9065 um) - Krumbien et al. (1981)

REAL*8, DIMENSION (10), PARAMETER :: diam(10)=(/2.0e-3,1.0e-3,0.5e-3,0.25e-
3,125.e-6,62.5e-6,31.25e-6,15.625e-6,7.8125e-6,3.9065e-6  /)

real*8, DIMENSION (10) :: bstl_ash

integer iash

! bstl is for budgets

real*8 conver,converi

converi=1.e9

conver=1.e-9

lmx=kte-kts+1

do j=jts,jte

do i=its,ite

kk=0

bstl_ash(:)=0.

do k=kts,kte

! The following line ingests the water vapor emissions from the model chemistry grid.

t_moist(i,k,j,p_qv) = moist(i,k,j,p_qv) + chem(i,k,j,p_vh2o)
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kk=kk+1

p_mid(1,1,kk)=.01*p_phy(i,kte-k+kts,j)

delz(1,1,kk)=dz8w(i,kte-k+kts,j)

airmas(1,1,kk)=-(p8w(i,k+1,j)-p8w(i,k,j))/g

airden(1,1,kk)=rho_phy(i,k,j)

tmp(1,1,kk)=t_phy(i,k,j)

q_vapor(1,1,kk) = t_moist(i,k,j,p_qv) !SDE 2NOV18

rh(1,1,kk) = .95

rh(1,1,kk) = MIN( .95, t_moist(i,k,j,p_qv) / & !SDE 2NOV18

(3.80*exp(17.27*(t_phy(i,k,j)-273.)/ &

(t_phy(i,k,j)-36.))/(.01*p_phy(i,k,j))))

rh(1,1,kk)=max(1.0D-1,rh(1,1,kk))

! initializing U vector for shear calculations - sDE 3/2/16 

u_vect(1,1,kk)=u(i,k,j)

enddo

!ash settling

iseas=0

idust=0

iash =1

kk=0

!u_vect = u(i,j,k)

do k=kts,kte

kk=kk+1

ash(1,1,kk,1)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_1)*conver

ash(1,1,kk,2)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_2)*conver

ash(1,1,kk,3)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_3)*conver

ash(1,1,kk,4)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_4)*conver 
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ash(1,1,kk,5)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_5)*conver 

ash(1,1,kk,6)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_6)*conver 

ash(1,1,kk,7)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_7)*conver

ash(1,1,kk,8)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_8)*conver 

ash(1,1,kk,9)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_9)*conver 

ash(1,1,kk,10)=chem(i,k,j,p_vash_10)*conver 

enddo

! diam, u_vect and delz have been added by SDE 2/2016 

call vsettling(1, 1, lmx, 10, g, diam, u_vect, &

dx, ash, tmp, p_mid, delz, airmas, q_vapor, & 

den_ash, reff_ash, dt, bstl_ash, rh, idust, iseas,iash) 

kk=0 

ash_fall(i,j)=ash_fall(i,j)+sum(bstl_ash(1:10)) 

do k=kts,kte 

kk=kk+1

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_1)=ash(1,1,kk,1)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_2)=ash(1,1,kk,2)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_3)=ash(1,1,kk,3)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_4)=ash(1,1,kk,4)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_5)=ash(1,1,kk,5)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_6)=ash(1,1,kk,6)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_7)=ash(1,1,kk,7)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_8)=ash(1,1,kk,8)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_9)=ash(1,1,kk,9)*converi 

chem(i,k,j,p_vash_10)=ash(1,1,kk,10)*converi 

enddo

!ash settling end
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enddo

enddo

END SUBROUTINE vash_settling_driver

! The following subroutine (vsettling)

! u wind speed is added here for shear calculations - SDE 2/16/2016 

subroutine vsettling(imx,jmx, lmx, nmx,g0, diam, u_vect, &

dx, tc, tmp, p_mid, delz, airmas, q_vapor, &

den, reff, dt, bstl, rh, idust, iseas,iash)

! Calculate the loss by settling, using an implicit method

! Input variables:

! SIGE(k) - sigma coordinate of the vertical edges

! PS(i,j) - Surface pressure (mb)

! TMP(i,j,k) - Air temperature (K)

! CT(i,j) - Surface exchange coeff for moisture

IMPLICIT NONE

INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: imx, jmx, lmx, nmx,iseas,idust,iash

INTEGER :: ntdt

REAL, INTENT(IN) :: dx,dt,g0 ! ,dyn_visc

REAL*8, INTENT(IN) :: tmp(imx,jmx,lmx), delz(imx,jmx,lmx), & 

airmas(imx,jmx,lmx), rh(imx,jmx,lmx), & 

den(nmx), reff(nmx), p_mid(imx,jmx,lmx), & 

diam(nmx), q_vapor(imx,jmx,lmx)

REAL*8, INTENT(INOUT) :: tc(imx,jmx,lmx,nmx)
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REAL*8, INTENT(IN) :: u_vect(imx,jmx,lmx)

REAL*8, INTENT(OUT) :: bstl(imx,jmx,nmx)

REAL*8 :: tc1(imx,jmx,lmx,nmx), dt_settl(nmx), rcm(nmx), rho(nmx)

INTEGER :: ndt_settl(nmx)

REAL*8 :: dzmin, vsettl, dtmax, pres, rhb, rwet(nmx), ratio_r(nmx)

REAL*8 :: addmass,c_stokes, free_path, c_cun, viscosity, vd_cor, growth_fac

REAL, PARAMETER :: dyn_visc = 1.5E-5

INTEGER :: k, n, i, j, l, l2

! for sea-salt:

REAL*8, PARAMETER :: c1=0.7674, c2=3.079, c3=2.573E-11, c4=-1.424

! for OMP:

REAL*8 :: rwet_priv(nmx), rho_priv(nmx), dy

! the following variables were added for the

! ash Aggregation routine SDE - 12 / 2015

! The following two lines are used for the WRF-Chem debugger

CHARACTER (LEN=80) :: message

INTEGER :: debug_level_yu

! Variables in the following line are as follows:

! ntot - The total number of particles in a computational slab. The

! equation governing this variable was adapted from

! Equation 10 in Costa et al. (2010) and Equation B1-B4 from

! Folch et al. (2015). This is a summation of the variable

! nbin that is declared and discussed later.

! dntot - The total change in the number of particles on the computational

! slab due to aggregation. The equation governing this variable
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! was adapted from Equation 23 in Costa et al. (2010)

! and Equation 24 in Folch et al. (2015) and corresponds

! to Equation 3.2.2 in this manuscripts

! ab - This is the Brownian motion kernel, Ab, which is discussed in Chapter

! 3 of this manuscript and was adapted from Equations 14 and 15

! from Costa et al. (2010) and Equation 41a from Folch et al.

! (2015). It further corresponds to Equation 3.2.3

! of this manuscript

! as - This is the shear kernel, As, which is discussed in Chapter of this

! manuscript and was adapted from Equations 16 and 17 of

! Costa et al. (2010) as well as Equation 41B of Foch et al. (2015). It

! further corresponds to Equation 3.2.4 of this manuscript.

! ads - This is the differential sedimentation kernel, Ads, which is 

! discussed in Chapter 3 of this manuscript and was adapted from

! Equations 20 and 21 of Costa et al. (2010) and Equation 41C of

! Folch et al. (2015). It further corresponds to Equation 3.2.5 of this

! manuscript

REAL*8 :: ntot, dntot, ab, as, ads 

! The following variables are calculated using the same equation as dntot 

! above, but consider the change in number of primary particles due to 

! each kernel. Only one kernel at a time is calculated using these variables 

! for use in the sensitivity studies in Chapter 3 of this manuscript.

REAL*8 :: dntotas, dntotab, dntotads
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! The following variables are also used in the calculation of the

! number of primary particles going to form aggregates. The following

! is a description of each variable:

! alpha_sum - This is the sticking efficiency. The Equation governing this

! variable was developed in Chapter 3 of this manuscript and corresponds

! to Equation 3.2.7.

! alpha2_sum - This is a temporary variable used to calculate the overall

! sticking efficiency of the IF/THEN statement that comes later.

! phi - This is used to calculate the solid volume fraction which is the

! mass divided by the density. Its use arises from Equation 12 in

! Costa et al. (2010) and Table 2 from Folch et al. (2015).

REAL*8 :: alpha_sum, alpha2_sum, phi

! alpha - This is the direct calculation of Equation 3.2.7 for each of

! the particle sizes.

! totmass - This is the sum of the massbin variable and represents the total

! mass in a computational grid.

! pp - This is the density of volcanic ash. As discussed in Chapter 3

! of this manuscript and in Costa et al. (2010) this

! is an assumed value of 2500 kg m-3.

REAL*8 :: alpha, totmass, pp 

! nfrac - Used to calculate the fraction of mass that each bin

! contributes to the overall grid cell mass.

! nbin - The number of particles of a particular volcanic ash bin

! that is used to calculate ntot. Again, this number is calculated

! based on Equation 10 in Costa et al. (2010) and Equations B1-B4
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! in Folch et al. (2015).

! massbin - The total mass of each volcanic ash bin in the computational 

! grid that is summed to create the earlier totmass variable.

! dmass - This variable is the back calculation of ntot. It is used to

! calculate the total mass change of a computational grid using the

! number of particles that left the grid to form aggregation (the

! back conversion of the dntot variable). Again, this variable is

! based on the Equations 10 and 23 in Costa et al. (2010) and

! Equations 34 and B1-B4 in Folch et al. (2015).

REAL*8, DIMENSION(10) :: nfrac, nbin, massbin, dmass 

! alpha_n - Corresponds to Equation 3.2.7 and is used to calculate the 

! individual sticking efficiency of each bin to every other bin.

! This is computed independently since the sticking efficiency

! is based on the particle size.

REAL*8, DIMENSION(10) :: alpha_n 

! END OF DECLARATION OF VARIABLES FOR THE AGGREGATION ROUTINE

! Instead of passing the dy variable from the grid, we just reference

! dx. This requires the model to use a square model domain and this is

! mentioned in the text of Chapter 3.

dy=dx 

! Here we specify the fractal dimension. As mentioned in Chapter 3 of 

! this manuscript, a fractal dimension of 3.0 was chosen for the bulk

! of the studies. The development of the fractal dimension is discussed 

! in Chapter 3, as well as in Costa et al. (2010), Folch et al. (2010)
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! and Dekkers and Friedlander (2002). The initialization of this variable 

! in memory is in the previous subroutine.

df = 3.0 

! An array of densities was initialized earlier and may be used, however

! we assume a density of 2,500 kg m-3 in this study based on

! Costa et al. (2010) and Folch et al. (2010) as well as the literature

! references that discuss this assumption in Chapter 3 of this manuscript. 

pp = 2500.

! The following code is preexisting code that calculates the

! settling of volcanic ash particles and was not modified in this work. 

! Settling routine stuff

! executable statements

! IF (type) /= 'dust' .AND. TRIM(aero_type) /= 'sea_salt') RETURN 

if(idust.ne.1.and.iseas.ne.1.and.iash.ne.1)return

WHERE (tc(:,:,:,:) < 0.0) tc(:,:,:,:) = 1.0d-32

dzmin = MINVAL(delz(:,:,:))

IF (idust == 1) growth_fac = 1.0

IF (iseas == 1) growth_fac = 3.0

IF (iash == 1) growth_fac = 1.0

DO k = 1,nmx

! Settling velocity (m/s) for each tracer (Stokes Law)

! DEN density (kg/m3)

! REFF effective radius (m)

! dyn_visc dynamic viscosity (kg/m/s)

! g0 gravity (m/s2)
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! 3.0 corresponds to a growth of a factor 3 of radius with 100% RH 

! 0.5 upper limit with temp correction

tc1(:,:,:,k) = tc(:,:,:,k)

vsettl = 2.0/9.0 * g0 * den(k) * (growth_fac*reff(k))**2 / & 

(0.5*dyn_visc)

! Determine the maximum time-step satisfying the CFL condition:

! dt <= (dz)_min / v_settl 

ntdt=INT(dt) 

dtmax = dzmin / vsettl 

ndt_settl(k) = MAX( 1, INT( ntdt /dtmax) )

! limit maximum number of iterations

IF (ndt_settl(k) > 12) ndt_settl(k) = 12 

dt_settl(k) = REAL(ntdt) / REAL(ndt_settl(k))

! Particles radius in centimeters

IF (iseas.eq.1)rcm(k) = reff(k)*100.0

!srf IF (idust.eq.1)then

IF (idust.eq.1 .or. iash==1)then 

rwet(k) = reff(k) 

ratio_r(k) = 1.0 

rho(k) = den(k)

endif

END DO

! Solve the bidiagonal matrix (l,l) 

!$OMP PARALLEL DO &

!$OMP DEFAULT( SHARED ) &

!$OMP PRIVATE( i, j, l, l2, n, k, rhb, rwet_priv, ratio_r, c_stokes)&
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!$OMP PRIVATE( free_path, c_cun, viscosity, rho_priv, vd_cor ) 

! Loop over latitudes

DO j = 1,jmx

DO k = 1,nmx

IF (idust.eq.1 .or. iash==1) THEN 

rwet_priv(k) = rwet(k) 

rho_priv(k) = rho(k)

END IF

DO n = 1,ndt_settl(k)

! Solve each vertical layer successively (layer l)

DO l = lmx,1,-1

l2 = lmx - l + 1

! DO j = 1,jmx

DO i = 1,imx

! Dynamic viscosity

c_stokes = 1.458E-6 * tmp(i,j,l)**1.5/(tmp(i,j,l) + 110.4)

! Mean free path as a function of pressure (mb) and

! temperature (K)

! order of p_mid is top->sfc

free_path = 1.1E-3/p_mid(i,j,l2)/SQRT(tmp(i,j,l))

! Slip Correction Factor 

c_cun = 1.0+ free_path/rwet_priv(k)* &

(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1*rwet_priv(k)/free_path))

! Corrected dynamic viscosity (kg/m/s) 

viscosity = c_stokes / c_cun

! Settling velocity

vd_cor = 2.0/9.0*g0*rho_priv(k)*rwet_priv(k)**2/viscosity
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! Update mixing ratio

! Order of delz is top->sfc

IF (l == lmx) THEN

tc(i,j,l,k) = tc(i,j,l,k) / &

(1.0 + dt_settl(k)*vd_cor/delz(i,j,l2))

ELSE

tc(i,j,l,k) = 1.0/(1.0+dt_settl(k)*vd_cor/delz(i,j,l2))& 

*(tc(i,j,l,k) + dt_settl(k)*vd_cor /delz(i,j,l2-1) & 

* tc(i,j,l+1,k))

END IF

END DO

! END DO

END DO

END DO

END DO

END DO

!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

DO n = 1,nmx

DO i = 1 ,imx

DO j = 1,jmx

bstl(i,j,n) = 0.0

addmass=0.

DO l = 1,lmx

addmass=addmass+(tc(i,j,l,n) - tc1(i,j,l,n)) * airmas(i,j,l)

IF (tc(i,j,l,n) < 0.0) tc(i,j,l,n) = 1.0D-32

END DO
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if(addmass.gt.0.)addmass=0

bstl(i,j,n) = bstl(i,j,n) - addmass

END DO

END DO

END DO

!****************************************************************************

! Do loop for calculating aggregation at each i,j,k grid cell at time t

! All loops including nmx begin at index 2, since vash_1 is not included

! as it is used as the aggregation bin.

!****************************************************************************

!Loop definitions

!i,imx - grid cells in x

!j,jmx - grid cells in y

!j,lmx - grid cells in z - vertical

!time is passed by subroutine

DO i = 1,imx

DO j = 1,jmx

DO l = 1,lmx

! The following line calculates the Brownian Kernel. This calculation

! is based on Equation 41a in Folch et al. (2015) and Equations 14 and 15

! in Costa et al. (2010).

ab = ((-4./3.)*1.381e-23*tmp(i,j,l))/viscosity
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! The following lines calculates the shear kernel. It is based on

! Equations 16 and 17 in Costa et al. (2010) and Equation 41b in

! Folch et al. (2015). The IF/ELSE statement is used to select which

! vertical layer to use. If the bottom layer is selected then the grid

! cell above is used. otherwise grid cells below the current cell are used.

IF (l.eq.1) THEN

as = -(2./3.)*((ABS(u_vect(i,j,l)- &

u_vect(i,j,l+1)))/delz(i,j,l))* & 

((6./3.141592)**(1./3.))**(3.)

ELSE

as = -(2./3.)*((ABS(u_vect(i,j,l)-u_vect(i,j,l &

-1)))/delz(i,j,l))* & 

((6./3.141592)**(1./3.))**(3.)

END IF

! The following lines calculate the differential sedimentation kernel

! based on Equations 21 and 22 from Costa et al. (2010) and Equation 41c

! from Folch et al. (2015). Note that the viscosity variable is defined

! and calculated in the original code and is not updated here. Also note

! that the hardcoded density, rather than the array of densities, is

! used, corresponding to 2,500 kg m-3. Again, the choice of this

! assumption is discussed in the Chapter 3 text.

ads = ((-3.1416*(pp-50.)*9.81* &

(((6./3.141592)**(1./3.))**(4.)))/(48.*viscosity))
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! Initialize phi, ntot and totmass variables with 0 to avoid compiler errors. 

phi = 0.

ntot = 0. 

totmass=0.

! The following code block loops over n ash bins (VASH_2 through VASH_10)

! and calculates the individual sticking efficiencies based on Equation

! 3.2.7 in this manuscript for each of the inter-bin collisions.

! This block acts as a lookup table, selecting which efficiency exponent in

! Table 3.3 is used for the calculation of alpha. The values were created

! from a literature review conducted by Van Eaton et al. (2015) and

! is further discussed in Chapter 3. RH is a unitless percent, diameter

! is converted to meters via 10^6 conversion.

DO n = 2, nmx

IF(rh(i,j,l).lt.0.01)THEN 

alpha_n(n)=exp(-diam(n)*1.e6*0.02)

ELSEIF(rh(i,j,l).ge.0.01.and.rh(i,j,l).le.0.10)THEN 

alpha_n(n)=exp(-diam(n)*1.e6*0.008)

ELSEIF(rh(i,j,l).gt.0.10.and.rh(i,j,l).le.0.150)THEN 

alpha_n(n)=exp(-diam(n)*1.e6*0.004)

ELSEIF(rh(i,j,l).gt.0.150.and.rh(i,j,l).le.0.25)THEN 

alpha_n(n)=exp(-diam(n)*1.e6*0.002)

ELSEIF(rh(i,j,l).gt.0.25.and.rh(i,j,l).le.1.0)THEN 

alpha_n(n)=exp(-diam(n)*1.e6*0.00005)

ELSE
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! If there is an error getting the RH, we use a default value

! from Costa et al., 2010 assuming ice - This will greatly underestimate

! the aggregation.

alpha_n(n)=0.09

END IF

END DO

! The following code block loops over n ash bins and ultimately calculates

! ntot, the total number of particles in a computational grid cell. The

! description of each of these variables is provided in comments above

! their initialization, but a brief description is provided again:

! 1) massbin - The mass of ash in each bin by converting the chemistry

! grid mixing ratio (tc) of kg/kg to kg/m3 through multiplication to

! the mixing ratio of the mass of air in the cell (airmas). Note

! the airmas variable is calculated previously in the unmodified code.

! The 10^3 factor brings units from grams to kg, which is required

! to match the density of ash used (2,500 kg m^3).

massbin(n)=(tc(i,j,l,n)*airmas(i,j,l))/10e3!kg/m3

! 2) totmass - The total mass by summing the mass in each bin (massbin) 

totmass = totmass + massbin(n) !kg/m3

! 3) phi - The solid volume fraction is calculated by dividing the total mass 

! by the density.

phi = phi + (((tc(I,j,l,n)*airmas(I,j,l))/10.e3*pp)
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! 4) nbin - Calculate the number of primary particles in each bin. Again, 

! this is calculated based on Equation 10 in Costa et al. (2010)

! and Folch et al. (2015), Equations B1.4. “diam” here refers to

! the diameter of each bins particles and was defined earlier.

nbin(n)=((6.*massbin(n))/(3.141592*2600.))*& 

ABS((1/(diam(n-1)**3.))-(1/(diam(n)**3.)))

! 5) ntot - Calculate the total number of primary particles in each

! Grid cell by summing the individual bins (nbin).

ntot = ntot + nbin(n)

END DO

! This is the end of the calculation of the number of primary particles.

! In calculating ntot above, we did not multiply by 1/3ln(2) as per

! Equations B1-4 in Folch et al. 2015 so this is done here:

ntot = ntot * 1.107309 ! Where 1.107309 = 1/3ln(2)

! The following code block calculates the fraction of mass (nfrac) that each 

! bin contributes to the overall grid cell particle concentration.

! This is then used to calculate the number of particles

! in each bin that will go to create aggregates. The DO loop begins

! with n = 2 since bin 1 has been repurposed as the aggregate bin.

DO n = 2, nmx
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! Here, this line divides the number of particles in each bin (nbin)

! by the total number of particles in the grid (ntot), thus calculating

! the fraction of those particles (nfrac) in the grid coming from each bin. 

nfrac(n) = nbin(n)/ntot

END Do

! The sticking efficiency of each bin was calculated earlier (alpha_n).

! using the IF/THEN lookup table code block.

! The overall sticking efficiency (alpha) is calculated below by

! weighting each of the individual sticking efficiencies in the

! alpha_n array using the fraction of each bin making up the

! computational grid (nfrac).

! Here, alpha_sum and alpha2_sum are initialized for the following Do loop

! using 0 in order to avoid compiler warnings.

alpha = 0.0

alpha_sum=0.0

alpha2_sum=0.0

! Calculate the numerator (alpha2_sum) and the denominator (alpha_sum).

! The calculation is algebraically simplified. The sticking efficiency

! of each bin is weighted by each bins overall contribution to the

! total number density of the grid cell.

Do n = 2,nmx

IF(n.eq.2)THEN 

alpha_sum=alpha_sum+(nfrac(n)*nfrac(n+1))

ELSE

alpha_sum=alpha_sum+(nfrac(n-1)*nfrac(n))
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END IF

alpha2_sum=alpha_sum*alpha_n(n)

END DO

! Calculate the total sticking efficiency by dividing the contribution

! of each bin's efficiency to the total.

alpha = alpha2_sum/alpha_sum

! The next equation calculates the total number of primary particles

! going towards the formation of aggregates (dntot) and is based on

! Equation 23 in Costa et al. (2010) and Equation 34 in Folch et al. (2015)

! Again, ntot is the total number of primary particles available

! for aggregation on a particular computational space and originates from

! Equation 10 in Costa et al. (2010) and Equations 1-4B in

! Folch et al. (2015). The fractal dimension, df, is defined

! above in the variable declaration and the choice of the fractal

! dimension is discussed in Folch et al. (2010), Costa et al. (2010), and

! in Chapter 3 of this manuscript. 

dntot=((alpha*(ABS(ab*(ntot)*ntot))&

+(ABS(as*(phi**(3./df))*(ntot**(2.-(3./df)))))& 

+(ABS(ads*(phi**(4./df))*(ntot**(2.-(4./df))))))*dt)

! These equations are for use in running the code with single

! kernels - Comment previous equation and use these instead to

! inspect AS, ADS and AB independently.

! dntot=alpha*(ABS(ab*(ntot)*ntot))*dt

! dntot=alpha*ABS(ads*(phi**(4./df))*(ntot**(2.-(4./df))))*dt
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! dntot=alpha*ABS(as*(phi**(3./df))*(ntot**(2.-(3./df))))*dt 

! The following code block converts the total number of primary particles

! going to form aggregates (dntot) to a total mass change of each bin (dmass)

! - this conversion is based on Equation 10 in Costa et al. (2010) and

! is the reverse calculation of ntot.

! The dmass variable needs to be converted to the same units as

! the “tc” variable (an original variable in the unmodified code) which

! is a mixing ratio so we append the conversion (airmas*10e-3) since

! dmass is in kg m^-3 and airmass is in g m^-3.

! Additionally, the nfrac variable is used to assess the fraction of the

! total bass loss attributed from each bin.

DO n=2, nmx 

dmass(n)=((((1./6.)*dntot*pp*3.14*diam(n)**(3.))*1000)&

/airmas(i,j,l))*nfrac(n)

END DO

! The following do loop updates the mixing ratio (tc) by subtracting

! the mass from each bin and adding to VASH_1, the aggregation bin. Again 

! the units match here as mixing ratios.

DO n=2, nmx

IF (dmass(n) < 0.0) dmass(n) = 1.0D-32

tc(i,j,l,n)=tc(i,j,l,n)-dmass(n)

IF (tc(i,j,l,n) < 0.0) tc(i,j,l,n) = 1.0D-32 

tc(i,j,l,1)=tc(i,j,l,1)+dmass(n)

END DO

END DO
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END DO

END DO

END SUBROUTINE vsettling

END MODULE MODULE_VASH_SETTLING

References used in the commented portions of this file:

Costa, A., Folch, A. and Macedonio, G.: A model for wet aggregation of ash particles in volcanic 
plumes and clouds: 1. Theoretical formulation, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 115(B9), B09201, 
doi:10.1029/2009JB007175, 2010.

Dekkers, P. J. and Friedlander, S. K.: The Self-Preserving Size Distribution Theory: I. Effects of 
the Knudsen Number on Aerosol Agglomerate Growth, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 248(2), 295-305, 
doi:10.1006/jcis.2002.8212, 2002.

Folch, A., Costa, A., Durant, A. and Macedonio, G.: A model for wet aggregation of ash particles 
in volcanic plumes and clouds: 2. Model application, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 115(B9), 
B09202, doi:10.1029/2009JB007176, 2010.

Folch, A., Costa, A. and Macedonio, G.: FPLUME-1.0: An integrated volcanic plume model 
accounting for ash aggregation, Geosci. Model Dev. Discuss., 8(9), 8009-8062, doi:10.5194/gmd- 
9-431-2016, 2016.
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Filename: module_volc_emiss_driver.F
File location: ./WRFV3/chem
Description: This file is available for download via the WRF-Chem download site provided 
above. The modifications below add the ability to model 5 different plume heights to WRF- 
Chem in a single run. For modifications to the particle sizes, see the code above listed in 
module_vash_settling.F. Text that is not bold face was developed by Marcus Hirtl and is 
described in:

Hirtl, M., Stuefer, M., Arnold, D., Grell, G., Maurer, C., Natali, S., Scherllin-Pirscher, B. 
and Webley, P.: The effects of simulating volcanic aerosol radiative feedbacks with 
WRF-Chem during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption, April and May 2010, Atmos. Environ., 
198, 194-206, doi:10.1016/j.atmosenv.2018.10.058, 2019.

Module module_volc_emiss_driver

CONTAINS

! Water vapor emissions were added using the p_ke_h2o variable.

SUBROUTINE volcemiss(emis_vol,ims,ime,kms,kme,&

jms,jme,num_emis_vol,ni,nj,&

julday_wrf,curr_secs,xlong,&

xlat,z,i,j,kts,dx,p_e_vash1,&

p_e_vash2,p_e_vash3,p_e_vash4,&

p_e_vash5,p_e_vash6,p_e_vash7&,

p_e_vash8,p_e_vash9,p_e_vash10&

,p_e_vso2,p_ke_h2o,z_at_w,&

gmt,emissoptvol)

IMPLICIT NONE

INTEGER :: ims,ime,kms,kme,jms,jme,num_emis_vol,ni,nj,julday_wrf,emissoptvol

REAL :: emis_vol(ims:ime,kms:kme,jms:jme,num_emis_vol),&

xlong(ims:ime,jms:jme),xlat(ims:ime,jms:jme)

REAL :: z(ims:ime,kms:kme,jms:jme)
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REAL (KIND=8) :: curr_secs,secs

REAL :: kcurr_time

INTEGER :: k,i,j,kts

INTEGER :: hgt,timestep,ntimestep

! The H20_EMIS variable was added to be able to read in water vapor emissions

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: ASH(:,:),SO2(:,:),ASH_EMIS(:),SO2_EMIS(:),H2O_EMIS(:) 

INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE :: DATE(:),TIME(:),JULDAY(:),DURATION(:),TIMEW(:)

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: HEIGHT(:)

! The HEIGHT_OFFSETS variable was added so that two levels above and two

! levels below the plume height couple be calculated for a total of

! 5 height levels.

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: HEIGHT_OFFSETS(:)

! The k_u1, k_u2, k_d1, and k_d2 variables store the model vertical grid cell

! index that corresponds to the input height as well as the offsets.

INTEGER :: k_u1,k_u2,k_d1,k_d2

INTEGER :: year,month,day

INTEGER :: timestep_curr

INTEGER :: nlevels,ref_date

INTEGER :: nr_abschnitte_top,nr_abschnitte_unten

REAL :: volc_top,volc_unten

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: VOLC_HEIGHTS_TOP(:),VOLC_HEIGHTS_BOTTOM(:)

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: hohe_wrf_top(:),hohe_wrf_middle(:),&
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hohe_wrf_unten(:),volc_emiss_wrf(:)

REAL :: total_mass_extern,total_mass_wrf,mass_wrf_k

REAL :: total_mass_extern_so2,total_mass_wrf_so2,mass_wrf_k_so2

INTEGER :: kk

LOGICAL :: level_check

REAL :: HEIGHT_SURFACE

REAL :: area

REAL :: dx

! The p_ke_h2o variable was added to account for the water vapor emissions 

! that will be read in via the volc_d01.asc name list.

INTEGER :: p_e_vash1,p_e_vash2,p_e_vash3,p_e_vash4,& 

p_e_vash5,p_e_vash6,p_e_vash7,p_e_vash8,& 

p_e_vash9,p_e_vash10,p_e_vso2,p_ke_h2o

INTEGER :: bi

INTEGER :: time_before_volc,time_wrf,time_after_volc

REAL :: OFFSET_EXT_WRF

REAL :: percen_mass_umbrel,base_umbrel,curr_hours

INTEGER :: ivolcano

REAL :: gmt

INTEGER :: gmtm,gmtp

REAL :: begday,beghr,begmin,endday,endhr,endmin

REAL,ALLOCATABLE :: erup_beg(:,:,:), erup_end(:,:,:),erup_hgt(:,:,:),&

erup_ash(:,:,:)!,erup_so2(:,:,:),erup_h2o(:,:,:)

INTEGER :: ki
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REAL :: so2_mass,h2o_flux,emiss_ash_mass

REAL :: emiss_ash_height,eh,erup_so2,erup_h2o

REAL :: ashz_above_vent

REAL :: z_at_w(ims:ime,kms:kme,jms:jme )

INTEGER :: k_final,k_initial

INTEGER :: kk4,x1,ko,kl

!REAL :: vert_mass_dist(kts:kme)

INTEGER :: p_ksbin1,p_ksbin2,p_ksbin3,p_ksbin4& 

,p_ksbin5,p_ksbin6,p_ksbin7,p_ksbin8,& 

p_ksbin9,p_ksbin10

REAL :: VOLC_HOUR,VOLC_MIN,VOLC_SEC,VOLC_TIME

! This section of the code reads in the variables from the volc_d01.asc

! namelist. The following line opens the file.

OPEN(14,FILE="volc_d01.asc")

! The next line skips over the header information.

READ(14,*)

! The next line reads in the total number of timesteps that are used. This is 

! automatically 3 days of 3 hourly rates for 24 total. This is set as a read 

! in variable so that the user may specify their own value.

READ(14,*) ntimestep 

percen_mass_umbrel=.75 

base_umbrel=.25
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ivolcano=0 

area=dx*dx

! The number of height levels is hard coded at 5. This may be modified here. 

nlevels=5 

emis_vol=0

OFFSET_EXT_WRF=0

! The next line reads in the height offsets from volc_d01.asc. These are done 

! as multipliers such that a value of 0.5 would mean half the height of the 

! input plume height.

ALLOCATE(HEIGHT_OFFSETS(nlevels))

READ(14,*) (HEIGHT_OFFSETS(bi),bi=1,nlevels)

! The next lines read in the corresponding grid cells of the volcano. In the

! near real time WRF-Chem this is always set to 200, 200 as the volcano is

! always in the center of the domain of 400 x 400 grid cells (See Table 4.3 

! in this manuscript).

READ(14,*) ni

READ(14,*) nj

! The next line skips over the second header line in the volc_d01.asc

! name list.

READ(14,*)

! The H20_EMIS variable was added to receive water vapor emissions. The
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! following section allocates the variable and the following READ

! section ingests it from the volc_d01.asc file.

ALLOCATE(DATE(ntimestep),TIME(ntimestep),&

HEIGHT(ntimestep),DURATION(ntimestep),&

ASH_EMIS(ntimestep),SO2_EMIS(ntimestep),&

H2O_EMIS(ntimestep),TIMEW(ntimestep)) 

ALLOCATE(JULDAY(ntimestep))

DO timestep=1,ntimestep

READ(14,*) DATE(timestep),TIME(timestep),& 

DURATION(timestep),HEIGHT(timestep)& 

,ASH_EMIS(timestep),SO2_EMIS(timestep),& 

H2O_EMIS(timestep)

! The next block of code concerns the timing of the emissions and is

! original code by Marcus Hirtl.

year=INT(DATE(timestep)/10000) 

ref_date=year*10000+0101

JULDAY(timestep)=juldate(DATE(timestep),000000)-juldate(ref_date,000000) 

VOLC_HOUR=INT(TIME(timestep)/10000.)

VOLC_MIN=INT((TIME(timestep)-VOLC_HOUR*10000.)/100.)

VOLC_SEC=INT((TIME(timestep)-VOLC_HOUR*10000.-VOLC_MIN*100.)) 

TIMEW(timestep)=VOLC_HOUR*3600.+VOLC_MIN*60.+VOLC_SEC

END DO

CLOSE(14)

! This is the end of reading the volc_d01.asc file.
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secs=mod(gmt*3600.+curr_secs,86400.)

write(*,*) "PROBLEM2",julday_wrf,gmt,curr_secs,secs

write(*,*) "PROBLEM2"

! CHECK IF TIMES FIT BEG

timestep_curr=0

DO timestep=1,ntimestep-1 ! last time step in input file should have 0 emission as it should be the 
end time for the last intervall

time_before_volc=JULDAY(timestep)*100000.+TIMEW(timestep)

time_wrf=julday_wrf*100000.+secs ! year*10000000000 should be here as well 

time_after_volc=JULDAY(timestep+1)*100000.+TIMEW(timestep+1)

END DO

emiss_ash_height = HEIGHT(timestep_curr)

eh=ASH_EMIS(timestep_curr)

emiss_ash_mass=eh*1.e9/area

erup_so2=SO2_EMIS(timestep_curr)

! The following line reads the current time steps water vapor

! emission rate

erup_h2o=H2O_EMIS(timestep_curr)

so2_mass=erup_so2*3600.*1.e9/64./area !molecular weight SO2 is 64

! The next line calculates the eruption rate to kg ^3.

h2o_flux=erup_h2o/area ! kg/s ---> kg/(m2s)

ashz_above_vent=emiss_ash_height - z_at_w(ni,kts,nj)

IF(ashz_above_vent.lt.0)THEN
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ashz_above_vent=0.0

ENDIF

! The following lines were added by Dr. Jiang Zhu jzhu (20190702) to

! initialize the 5 plume heights. This helps to avoid a segmentation

! fault in instances where the volcano height is smoothed by the

! model's terrain resolution.

k_d2=kts+1

k_d1=kts+1

k_final=kts+1

k_u1=kts+1

k_u2=kts+1

! The following DO loop determines the index of the model's vertical

! grid cell, k, that corresponds to the initial height. This will be

! the limit of the emissions routines later in the code for this height.

! The loop starts at the top of the model and iterates downward,

! kme (top cell number) to kts (bottom cell number) and tests if the

! height at that cell is higher or lower than the specified initial

! height, which is the 3rd index in the HEIGHT_OFFSETS array. It records

! the cell corresponding to the top of the plume as k_final.

DO k=kme-1,kts,-1

IF(z_at_w(ni,k,nj) < (emiss_ash_height*&

HEIGHT_OFFSETS(3))) THEN k_final=k+1

EXIT

ENDIF
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ENDDO

! The next do loop determines the model vertical grid cell corresponding 

! to the first height offset above the original input plume using the

! same methodology as before.

DO k=kme-1,kts,-1

IF(z_at_w(ni,k,nj) < (emiss_ash_height*&

HEIGHT_OFFSETS(4))) THEN k_u1=k+1

EXIT

ENDIF

ENDDO

! The next do loop determines the model vertical grid cell corresponding 

! to the second height offset above the original input plume using the

! same methodology as before.

DO k=kme-1,kts,-1

IF(z_at_w(ni,k,nj) < (emiss_ash_height*&

HEIGHT_OFFSETS(5))) THEN k_u2=k+1

EXIT

ENDIF

ENDDO
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! The next do loop determines the model vertical grid cell corresponding 

! to the first height offset below the original input plume using the

! same methodology as before.

DO k=kme-1,kts,-1

IF(z_at_w(ni,k,nj) <= (emiss_ash_height*&

HEIGHT_OFFSETS(2))) THEN k_d1=k+1

EXIT

ENDIF

ENDDO

! The next do loop determines the model vertical grid cell corresponding 

! to the second height offset below the original input plume using the

! same methodology as before.

DO k=kme-1,kts,-1

IF(z_at_w(ni,k,nj) <= (emiss_ash_height*&

HEIGHT_OFFSETS(1))) THEN k_d2=k+1

EXIT

ENDIF

ENDDO

! The following IF/THEN statement ensures that volcanic ash

! will not be initialized below the vent and was added by Jiang Zu. 

IF(z_at_w(ni,kts,nj) > (emiss_ash_height*&
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HEIGHT_OFFSETS(1))) THEN k_d2=(kts+1)

ENDIF

do ko=1,kme

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash1)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash2)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash3)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash4)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash5)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash6)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash7)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash8)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash9)=0.0

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vash10)=0.0

!if(config_flags%emiss_opt_vol == !2)&

emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vso2)=vert_mass_dist(ko)*so2_mass

if(emissoptvol == 2)emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vso2)=0.0

! Added a line to store the water vapor emissions into the WRF-Chem

! chemistry grid via p_ke_h2o.

if(emissoptvol == 2)emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_ke_h2o)=0.0

enddo

emis_vol(ni,k_d2,nj,p_e_vash1)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_d1,nj,p_e_vash2)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_final,nj,p_e_vash3)=emiss_ash_mass
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emis_vol(ni,k_u1,nj,p_e_vash4)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_u2,nj,p_e_vash5)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_d2,nj,p_e_vash6)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_d1,nj,p_e_vash7)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_final,nj,p_e_vash8)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_u1,nj,p_e_vash9)=emiss_ash_mass

emis_vol(ni,k_u2,nj,p_e_vash10)=emiss_ash_mass

do ko=1,k_final

if(emissoptvol == 2)emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_e_vso2)=so2_mass

! Added a line to store the water vapor emissions into the WRF-Chem

! chemistry grid via p_ke_h2o.

if(emissoptvol == 2)emis_vol(ni,ko,nj,p_ke_h2o)=h2o_flux

enddo

end subroutine volcemiss

FUNCTION juldate(YYYYMMDD,HHMISS)

IMPLICIT NONE

integer, parameter :: double_k = selected_real_kind(15,307)

integer, parameter :: dp=double_k

INTEGER :: YYYYMMDD,YYYY,MM,DD,HH,MI,SS,HHMISS

INTEGER :: JULDAY,JY,JM,JA,IGREG

REAL (kind=dp) :: JULDATE

PARAMETER (IGREG=15+31*(10+12*1582))

YYYY=YYYYMMDD/10000

MM=(YYYYMMDD-10000*YYYY)/100
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DD=YYYYMMDD-10000*YYYY-100*MM

HH=HHMISS/10000

MI=(HHMISS-10000*HH)/100

SS=HHMISS-10000*HH-100*MI

IF (YYYY.EQ.0) PAUSE 'There is no Year Zero.'

IF (YYYY.LT.0) YYYY=YYYY+1

IF (MM.GT.2) THEN

JY=YYYY

JM=MM+1

ELSE

JY=YYYY-1

JM=MM+13

ENDIF

JULDAY=INT(365.25*JY)+INT(30.6001*JM)+DD+1720995

IF (DD+31*(MM+12*YYYY).GE.IGREG) THEN

JA=INT(0.01*JY)

JULDAY=JULDAY+2-JA+INT(0.25*JA)

ENDIF

JULDATE=DBLE(REAL(JULDAY))+DBLE(REAL(HH)/24.)+&

&DBLE(REAL(MI)/1440.)+DBLE(REAL(SS)/86400.)

END FUNCTION juldate

! The following subroutine is used to calculate the horizontal and 

! vertical grid cells of the volcano in the model, however in the near 

!real time version, they are hardcoded to 200,200 at the center.
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SUBROUTINE getij(ni,nj) 

integer :: ni,nj 

ni=200 

nj=200

end subroutine getij

END Module module_volc_emiss_driver
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Filename: check.sh
File location: Domain Generator alerts folder

Description: This script is an example of how the real time WRF-Chem code is triggered to 

generate a model run upon receiving an alert via e-mail. This script is an example that may be 

tailored to parse through any number of sources of volcanic emissions alerts. It is intended to be 

run using a cron job in a Linux environment. In the case of this file, comments begin with the # 

(bang) symbol, which is customary for Linux Bourne again shell (bash) scripts.

#!/bin/bash

# Here, grep searches a email text file for the term HIGH. This can be applied to RSS feeds, 
HTML code, or

# text messages.

if cat *.eml | grep -q "Alert Confidence: HIGH"; then

# If the term HIGH in this case then the latitude, longitude and height of the plume are written to 
the

# domain.asc file that is read in by further scripts.

grep Latitude *.eml | awk {'print $5'} > ../namelists/domain.asc

grep Longitude *.eml | awk {'print $5'} >> ../namelists/domain.asc

grep 'Mean Object Date' *.eml | awk {'print $4'} >> ../namelists/domain.asc

grep 'Mean Object Date' *.eml | awk {'print $5'} >> ../namelists/domain.asc 

grep 'Maximum Height' *.eml | awk {'print $4'} >> ../namelists/domain.asc 

awk '/Volcanoes \(meeting alert/{getline; print}' *.eml >> ../namelists/domain.asc 

cp ../namelists/domain.asc ../volc_info

mv *.eml ./archived

cd /center1/VOLCWRF/VOLCWRF/operational_v2

# Since an alert was found, the Slurm script below is launched for the cluster to begin a run. 

sbatch Operational_WPS.slurm
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else

echo "NO ALERT" 

fi
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Filename: generateWPSnamelist.py
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.

Description: This Python 2.7 program automatically generates a name list for use in the WRF

Pre-Processing System for an automatic WRF-Chem launch which is named namelist.wps. The 

name list template used to generate the name list follows this code.

#!/usr/bin/env python

import datetime

import csv

nametpl='namelist.wps'

data=[]

with open('domain.asc', 'rU') as source:

reader = csv.reader(source)#, delimiter=' ')

for row in reader:

data.append(row)

today = datetime.date.today()

#tomorrow is timedelta of 2 days because we need

#the day after tomorrow at midnight for the last

#48 hour run to be complete.

tomorrow = today + datetime.timedelta(days=2)

yesterday = today + datetime.timedelta(days=-1)

datadict={}

datadict['year1']=str(yesterday.year) 

datadict['year2']=str(tomorrow.year) 

datadict['day1']=str(yesterday.day).zfill(2) 

datadict['day2']=str(tomorrow.day).zfill(2) 

datadict['month1']=str(yesterday.month).zfill(2) 

datadict['month2']=str(tomorrow.month).zfill(2)
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datadict['lat']=data[0][0] 

datadict['lon']=data[1][0] 

datadict['intervalSeconds']=str(21600)

namedict={} 

name=[x.strip().split('(') for x in data[5]] 

namedict['volcanoName']='%s' %name[0][0] 

namedict['lat'] =data[0][0] 

namedict['lon'] =data[1][0] 

template=open('namelist.wps.tpl','rU').read() 

fh=open(nametpl,'w') 

fh.write(template%datadict) 

fh.close 

fh.close
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Filename: WPSnamelist.tpl
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.
Description: This Python template is used to automatically generate a name list for the WRF 
Pre-processing System in the event of an automatic launch.

&share

wrf_core = 'ARW',

max_dom = 1,

start_date = '%(year1)s-%(month1)s-%(day1)s_00:00:00',

end_date = '%(year2)s-%(month2)s-%(day2)s_00:00:00',  

interval_seconds = %(intervalSeconds)s,

io_form_geogrid = 2,

/

&geogrid

parent_id = 1, 1, 2, 3,

parent_grid_ratio = 1, 3, 3, 3,

i_parent_start = 1, 67, 67, 67,

j_parent_start = 1, 67, 67, 67,

e_we = 400, 199, 199, 199,

e_sn = 400, 199, 199, 199,

geog_data_res = '30s','30s','2s', '2s',

dx = 10000,

dy = 10000,

map_proj = 'lambert',

ref_lat = %(lat)s,

ref_lon = %(lon)s,

truelat1 = %(lat)s,

truelat2 = %(lat)s,

stand_lon = %(lon)s,
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geog_data_path = '/center1/VOLCWRF/VOLCWRF/operational_v2/WPS_GEOG'

/

&ungrib 

out_format = 'WPS', 

prefix = 'FILE',

/

&metgrid

fg_name = 'FILE'

io_form_metgrid = 2,

/

&mod_levs

press_pa = 201300 , 200100 , 100000 ,

95000 , 90000 ,

85000 , 80000 ,

75000 , 70000 ,

65000 , 60000 ,

55000 , 50000 ,

45000 , 40000 ,

35000 , 30000 ,

25000 , 20000 ,

15000 , 10000 ,

5000 , 1000

/
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Filename: generateWRFnamelist.py
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.
Description: This Python 2.7 program automatically generates a name list for use by WRF-Chem 
for an automatic launch. The name list template used to generate the name list follows this code. 
It generates two name lists, one namelist.input.day0 that is used to initialize the WRF 
meteorological fields and the other namelist.input.day1 that is used for the WRF-Chem run. The 
name list template follows this code.

#!/usr/bin/env python

import datetime

import csv

day0tpl='namelist.input.day0'

#day1NOChemtpl='namelist.input.day1NOchem'

day1Chemtpl='namelist.input.day1chem'

today = datetime.date.today()

tomorrow = today + datetime.timedelta(days=2)

yesterday = today + datetime.timedelta(days=-1)

day0dict={}

day0dict['yearLess1']=str(yesterday.year) 

day0dict['dayLess1']=str(yesterday.day).zfill(2) 

day0dict['monthLess1']=str(yesterday.month).zfill(2)

day0dict['yearLess2']=str(today.year)

day0dict['dayLess2']=str(today.day).zfill(2) 

day0dict['monthLess2']=str(today.month).zfill(2)

day1dict={}

day1dict['year1']=str(today.year) 

day1dict['day1']=str(today.day).zfill(2)

day1dict['month1']=str(today.month).zfill(2) 

day1dict['year2']=str(tomorrow.year)

day1dict['month2']=str(tomorrow.month)
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day1dict['day2']=str(tomorrow.day)

template=open('namelist.input.day0.tpl','rU').read()

fh=open(day0tpl,'w')

fh.write(template%day0dict)

fh.close 

template3=open('namelist.input.day1chem.tpl','rU').read()  

fh=open(day1Chemtpl,'w')

fh.write(template3%day1dict)

fh.close
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Filename: namelist.input.day1chem.tpl
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.
Description: This Python template is used to automatically generate a name list for WRF in the 
event of an automatic launch.

#!/usr/bin/env python

import datetime

import csv

day0tpl='namelist.input.day0' 

day1Chemtpl='namelist.input.day1chem' 

today = datetime.date.today()

tomorrow = today + datetime.timedelta(days=2)

yesterday = today + datetime.timedelta(days=-1) 

day0dict={}

day0dict['yearLess1']=str(yesterday.year) 

day0dict['dayLess1']=str(yesterday.day).zfill(2) 

day0dict['monthLess1']=str(yesterday.month).zfill(2)

day0dict['yearLess2']=str(today.year) 

day0dict['dayLess2']=str(today.day).zfill(2) 

day0dict['monthLess2']=str(today.month).zfill(2)

day1dict={}

day1dict['year1']=str(today.year) 

day1dict['day1']=str(today.day).zfill(2) 

day1dict['month1']=str(today.month).zfill(2) 

day1dict['year2']=str(tomorrow.year) 

day1dict['month2']=str(tomorrow.month) 

day1dict['day2']=str(tomorrow.day) 

template=open('namelist.input.day0.tpl','rU').read() 

fh=open(day0tpl,'w')
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fh.write(template%day0dict)

fh.close

template3=open('namelist.input.day1chem.tpl','rU').read()

fh=open(day1Chemtpl,'w')

fh.write(template3%day1dict)

fh.close
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Filename: generateVolcInfo.py
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.
Description: This Python template generates the volc_d01.asc name list from the 
volc_d01.asc.tpl Python template (that follows this code).

#!/usr/bin/env python

import datetime

import csv

volcout='volc_d01.asc'

data=[]

with open('domain.asc', 'rU') as source:

reader = csv.reader(source)#, delimiter=' ')

for row in reader:

data.append(row)

today = datetime.date.today()

erup_hour=[x.split(':') for x in data[3]]

tomorrow = today + datetime.timedelta(days=1)

tomorrow2 = today + datetime.timedelta(days=2)

yesterday = today + datetime.timedelta(days=-1) 

datadict={} 

datadict['i']=str(data[6][0]) 

datadict['j']=str(data[7][0]) 

datadict['year1']=str(yesterday.year) 

datadict['year2']=str(today.year) 

datadict['year3']=str(tomorrow.year) 

datadict['year4']=str(tomorrow2.year) 

datadict['day1']=str(yesterday.day).zfill(2) 

datadict['day2']=str(today.day).zfill(2) 

datadict['day3']=str(tomorrow.day).zfill(2)
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datadict['day4']=str(tomorrow2.day).zfill(2) 

datadict['month1']=str(yesterday.month).zfill(2) 

datadict['month2']=str(today.month).zfill(2) 

datadict['month3']=str(tomorrow.month).zfill(2) 

datadict['month4']=str(tomorrow2.month).zfill(2) 

datadict['lat']=data[0][0] 

datadict['lon']=data[1][0] 

datadict['intervalSeconds']=str(21600) 

datadict['date1']=str(datadict['year1']+datadict['month1']+datadict['day1']) 

datadict['date2']=str(datadict['year2']+datadict['month2']+datadict['day2']) 

datadict['date3']=str(datadict['year3']+datadict['month3']+datadict['day3']) 

datadict['date4']=str(datadict['year4']+datadict['month4']+datadict['day4']) 

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(0,3):

datadict['height0'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height0'] = str(0).zfill(4) 

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(3,6):

datadict['height1'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height1'] = str(0).zfill(4) 

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(6,9):

datadict['height2'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000))

else:

datadict['height2'] = str(0).zfill(4) 

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(9,12):

datadict['height3'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:
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datadict['height3'] = str(0).zfill(4)

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(12,15):

datadict['height4'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height4'] = str(0).zfill(4)

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(15,18):

datadict['height5'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height5'] = str(0).zfill(4)

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(18,21):

datadict['height6'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height6'] = str(0).zfill(4)

if int(erup_hour[0][0]) in range(21,24):

datadict['height7'] = str(int(float(data[4][0])*1000)) 

else:

datadict['height7'] = str(0).zfill(4)

template=open('volc_d01.tpl','rU').read() 

fh=open(volcout,'w')

fh.write(template%datadict)

fh.close
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Filename: volc_d01.asc.tpl
File location: Name lists folder in near real time WRF-Chem directory.
Description: This is a Python template file that is used to generate the eruption information file 
volc_d01.asc used by the WRF-Chem executables for the initialization of the volcanic ash fields. 
Note that Line 3 may be edited such that the height offsets in the model may be specified by the 
user.

By line: number of time steps, heights, i, j

41

.3 .7 1.0 1.5 3.0

200

200

YYYYMMDD HHMMSS MIN HEIGHT(m) ERUPTIONA ERUPTIONS ERUPTIONH

%(date1)s 000000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 030000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 060000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 090000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 120000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 150000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 180000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date1)s 210000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 000000 180 %(height0)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 030000 180 %(height1)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 060000 180 %(height2)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 090000 180 %(height3)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 120000 180 %(height4)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 150000 180 %(height5)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 180000 180 %(height6)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date2)s 210000 180 %(height7)s 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00

%(date3)s 000000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00
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%(date3)s 030000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 060000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 090000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 120000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 150000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 180000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date3)s 210000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 000000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 030000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 060000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 090000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 120000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 150000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 180000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 

%(date4)s 210000 180 0000 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00
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